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Volleyball, ·Mens .soccer open their seasons

See Sports
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Knights and
Gators meet
on gridiron
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

For UCF coaches, players,
and fans, the drive ':1P to Ben
Hill Griffin Stadium in
Gainesville may last a mere few
hours, but the symbolism of the
trip will last forever.
It's not ·everyday the
Golden Knights and Gators get
together for a football game. In
fact, its the first time.
UCF will meet the No. 4
Florida Gators in its second of
four landmark September contests, with Georgia Tech and
Georgia remaining on the slate.
While a home game
against Purdue made it difficult
for UCF to look directly
towards this game, some of the
players did find their thoughts
wandering.
"I'd be lying if I didn't say
I wasn't thinking about it," said
receiver Kenny Clark, UCF's
junior captain. "For a lot of
guys, this is their Super Bowl.
It's 25, 30 minutes away from
home. It's definitely like a
dream."
The dream could tum into a
nightmare, however, if UCF
duplicates its effort from this

past Saturday, when the special
teams and offensive line fell
apart, allowing Purdue to dominate the season opener, 47 -13.
"We have to get ready for
Florida the same way we got
ready for Purdue," senior
defensive tackle Justen Moore.
"Hopefully with different
results, obviously, but we have
to just go about it the same way
preparation-wise."
UCF will have plenty to
prepare for as Florida's team
speed should pose a huge problem.
The Gators feature a
Reisman trophy candidate in
quarterback
Doug
Johnson,
wide
receivers Travis Taylor and
Darrell Jackson, and redshirt
freshman tailback Earnest
Graham.
While the Gator talent is
young, these players have the
potential to become household
names. Still, Coach Mike
Kruczek doesn't expect his
team to be intimidated.
"It doesn't matter who we
play," Kruczek said. "You take
the crowd and the mystique and

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

(Above) UCF got the
benefit of taking the
field in front of its
home fans last
Saturday, but will step
into a whole different
world at Florida field to
take on the Gators.
(Right) UCF held its
second Fan Fair at
Tinker Field on
Saturday before the
season's football game
opener. The purpose of
the event was to let
fans do what they do
best, tailgating.
PHOTO BY SHELLEY WILSON
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Coke or Pepsi? .Don't worry, its been settled for you
•

II

•

TODD MCFLIKER
STAFF WRITER

Looking around the UCF campus
recently, one may see a single corporations
logo hanging around every comer, Coke,
Coke, Coke.
There is no doubt that students have
noticed the prevalence of Coca-Cola products on campus.
Many probably assume this is because
of the university's new connection with the
company, but few are aware of just how
deep this association is.
A deal finalized on March 1 made
Coke the exclusive provider of all soft
drinks on campus.
Coke now has the cold beverage rights
to UCF vending machines, as well as cans,
fountains and bottles in UCF food services
and at athletic events. Coca-Cola has doubled the number of vending machines on
campus.
William F. Merck, vice president of

Administration and Finance, helped give
final approval for the deal.
"By doing an exclusive ~angement,
it enhances the financial benefit for UCF,"
he said.
The business agreement met by UCF
and Coke has benefits for the school.
For UCF, the revenue increase is substantial. For Coca-Cola, they have earned
all of the advertising rights to the school.
For example, a UCF logo is printed on
McDonalds cups, along with the Knights
football schedule. Over 400 McDonalds
stores throughout the state are distributing
the cup for a Coke promotion.
Because of the contract, UCF's percentage of profit from the sales of soda
rose from 28 percent to 54 percent.
The Athletics Program is receiving $2
million, the intramural programs are getting a share and UCF Alumni will be getting $20,000 for Coke advertising in
Pegasus magazine.
Primarily, the money will be used for

the recruitment of riew faculty. Also, CocaCola offered eight $5,000 scholarships this
year.
"These new benefits are not going to
be on the financial backs of students," said
Joyce A. Clampitt, associate vice president
of UCF Administration and Finance.
John P. Goree, the interim director of
UCF Busines~ Service said he feels a bond
between the university and the c9rporatfon
will be beneficial for both.
First off, Coca-Cola has outsold Pepsi
on the UCF campus for years, he said.
Coke had about a 55 percent ratio of the
cola sales, partly because they had a better .
and. faster service to their vending
machines.
Students will see no change in pricing
in the near future. The price for drinks will
remain the same, 55 cents for cans, 85
cents for 16-ounce bottles.
The 12-ounce juices sell for 75 cents a
bottle. Merck said prices will not change
for at least three years.

Clampitt said, "I am very excited
about this new partnership because not
only does the institution benefit from an
increase of revenue, but the students and
faculty will all benefit from a higher level
of service."
"The money made from the new deal
with Coke will be filtered down through
the academic areas, as well as administrative.
"A higher proportion of the money
that students spend on soft drinks plows
back into university activities, as opposed
to going off campus. All of the students
will benefit greatly from this deal through
the money that is coming into the university," Goree said.
Other UCF administrators also see the
contract as nothing but beneficial to the
school and its students.
"It was a real financial advantage for
UCF," said Dean McFall, assistant vice
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New program seeks
to raise Greeks GPA
A new program has been brought to the
UCF Greek system, thanks to Greek Affairs,
First Year Advising and Information
Services and the Student Academic
Resource Center (SARC).
It is called the Greek Student Success
Pilot Program, and is one of only a few programs of its kind in the nation.
According to information from the
Greek Affairs Office, this pro;: "'\)..·
gram is set up-to focus on acad-

;

possibly become a long-term addition to the
Greek system at UCF.
Many Greek organizations attend their
National/International conferences during
the summer months.
These conferences give fraternities and
sororities a chance to meet with other chapters and exchange ideas and information.
It also gives the headquarters of these
organizations an opportunity
"" .. ·"" "." ~~h to discuss a variety of topics

::~0;~~~s~ns~;: P:~~:~~~ t$!8EEKBiJJ _{:,'j:!:.ddress problems or conof 150 freshmen fraternity and

;~~o:~!. members

during the

lly Be,nnett:- Ford ::·

~, ; ;_;-•,~:

The program is run -by the SARC,
which will provide academic advising, support services, and success strategies to this
group of new freshmen students.
Ten Greek students were also chosen to
act as academic support liaisons and mentors for this new member program.
The desired outcome of this program is
to improve the fall semester's GPAs of this
group of freshmen members.
Last spring, the total new member GPA
for both sororities and fraternities fell below
that of the university's total undergraduate
GPA.
However, the total Greek GPA was
higher than that of the university's overall
GPA.
If this program is successful, it could

,

Many of these conferences

~ :;~ ~i!!I~. :~u:~;~ :o::a;iv~~::~:~

chapter recognition.
The Lambda-Epsilon Chapter of the
Kappa Sigma Fraternity received a number
of awards including the Founders Chapter of
Excellence Award, at their conference held
this summer in Phoenix, Ariz. Rob Tessmer
_a brother of Kappa Sigma, won a seat on the
Undergraduate Advisory Committee.
He will represent over 55 Kappa Sigma
chapters at the international officers meeting. Kappa Delta rece!ved the Achievement
award for being ranked in the top 15 percent
of all Kappa Delta chapters.
The Eta Pi chapter. of Sigma Chi also
brought home the Peterson Award for outstanding chapter at their Leadership
Training Workshop held this summer in
Kansas.

•
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Traffic stop ends in
resisting arrest charge

•

NICOLE KING
NEWSED/TOR

Officer Lashinsky of UCFPD arrested Martin Quiroga, 23, for resisting
arrest on Aug. 24. According to the
report, Lashinsky pulled Quiroga over
for not wearing protective eyewear while
driving a motorcycle. During the stop,
Lashinsky asked him if he had a motorcycle endorsement. Quiroga showed
Lashinsky his temporary permit, which
expired Aug. 24. Lashinsky said the permit expired today and Quiroga became
upset, reports stated.
He then began yelling, Why did you
stop me? Lashinsky explained the reason
for the stop and Quiroga said, Fine, then
write me a ticket. I'm late for class,
reports stated. Lashinsky returned to his
vehicle and shortly after, Quiroga followed, the report said. Lashinsky asked
him to return to his vehicle, and he said
No. Lashinsky then told him that if he
did not return to his vehicle that he would
be arrested. According to the report,
Quiroga said Why? Lashinsky then
grabbed him by the arm and told him he
was under arrest. The report said Quiroga
attempted to twist his arms free and said
I [am] not going, so you will have to take
me. He later stated that his arm was broken, and that he did not know he was
under arrest or that he. had broken· the
law.

IN OTHER POLICE REPORTS:
UCF
police
arrested
Chris
Panagiotakapoulos, 18, for driving with a
suspended license on Aug. 24. Officer
Lashinsky
of
UCFPD
pulled
Panagiotakapoulos over for careless driving on Pegasus Circle. Lashinsky stated
in the police report that he saw
Panagiotakapoulos car swerve to the left
of the center line, then to the right. The
vehicle then sped Up to 40 mph in a 20
mph speed zone. According to the report,
Panagiotakapoulos did not possess a drivers license upon request. The report
stated that Lashinsky checked in the teletype
and
discovered
that
Panagiotakapoulos license had been suspended nine times, and is currently suspended. According to the report, his
license has been suspended eight times
for failure to pay a traffic citation and
once for failure to appear in court for a
traffic citation.
· UCF police arrested Martin Mercier,
19, for dealing in stolen property on Aug.
18. According to reports, Mercier stated
that he walked into the UCF bookstore
and took two text_books and walked out
with them. I then walked over to CB&S
bookstore and tried to sell the books
back, he stated. The two textbooks were
Optics, valued at $91 and Cost
Accounting, valued at $93.
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Luxury
Student Living
At Its Finest

BRAND NEW COMMUNITY

•

•
•

•

Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works!
Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available
Rental Rates include.Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local Phone
Every Suite Offers:

Our Community Features:

• Private Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Individual Phone ·Lines
• Local Phone Service
• Additional Phone Lines
for Internet Access
• Ceiling Fans
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
• Automatic Dishwasher
• Self-Cleaning Oven
• And Much, Much More!

• Convenient Location

•

Oess than one mile from UCF)

• Lighted, Gated Community
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility

•

(with Freeweights)

• Sports Courts
• Swimming Pool With
Designer Deck
•
College Suites
3100 Alafaya Club Drive • Orlando, Florida 32817
Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local: (407) 482-9990

•
*except long distance

•
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Coke, Pepsi both
bidders for exclusive
UCF soda contract

•
•

that goes on," Goree said.
"We had one or two calls
University asking us what we were doing. I
of
president
told them that were entering an
Relations.
Some months ago, both exclusive contract and prices
Coke ·
and
would remain the
same.
PepsiCo were - - - - ' '
"We _will not sell
bidders for a
any other products
plan for ucF to I personally don /t
on campus, nor will
select a single
cold beverage mind drinking
we permit any others to be distribprovider. CocaCoke. But Ws just uted," Goree said.
Cola
offered
Some UCF stuucF a bid, not right for them
dents are upset
while
Pepsi
about the contract
r failed to propose . to own a monopbecause they feel
a contract to
UCF by the cut- O/y On Campus
limited in their beverage choices.
off date.
The Florida simply because
Gina
Lynne
Carson, an alumna
Citrus Bowl is they are Willing to
under its own
of UCF, is upset
contract.
pay the adminis- about the business
agreement.
Coke
is
now UCF's part- tration.
"They never asked
the students who
ner in the drink
semesterly
business.
_ Laura Keller pay
The univeractivity
fees,
UCF civil engineering amongst other eversity never had a
major increasing
fees,
sole partner in
the past. Coke
what they prefer."
and Pepsi each
"I don't like it,''
_had -yendin.g }~~~~s .,.o~ £.~pl- _ ~&_ree~ -;>~a_~io:Television _major
pus.
Casey Epton. "What ever hapThe revenue-. UCF £eceived ~ned to freedom of choice?" :
from those machi~es was· mini- ·S'.~Q6ree said that students who
mal. By entering into contract,,..,,, .>,,.,.-...
'°.· preiei . to.·, drink beverages other
UCF is ass4red a substantial" ··-tha.n thcise:C~ke makes will have
increase in both the profit and the to brin.g the!ro~n to campus.
level of service to the machines.
Sprue students said they
"The campus has had some aren't affecte,d by the cnange .
difficulty in the past keeping the
"I personally don't. mind
vending machines filled. But drinking Coke,~' said Laura
now, Coke has two people on Keller, a UCF civil engineering
campus all the time to service major.
their machines.
"But, its just not right for
The service men from Coca- them to own a monopoly on camCola will be on route around the pus simply because they are willUCF area with cell-phones. ing to pay the administration.-''
Therefore; these technicians will
Many students agree with
be more readily available if a Keller that competition is good
machine decides to break down. on campus.
Coca-Cola has pledged a higher
"Personally, I was disappointed when all the Pepsi
level of service to our school."
j
Coke is the No. 1 selling machines were removed from our
~ softdrink in the world.
campus,'' said Donna Lee, an
1
Coke's reign is owed partly English major.
to the McDonalds corporation, as
"Besides the fact that I really
well as domination in the foreign like Dr. Pepper, monopolies limit
market.
choices. Competition broadens
In only a few countries every students choices."
I
around the globe, such as
Merck said UCF chose the
Venezuela, Coke sales are actual- best bid from the two.soda giants.
ly surpassed by Pepsi.
"Its too bad that we cant have the
Coke and Pepsi are always same relationship with all of the
competing, not only through vendors, but in the end, we have
vending machine sales, but also to pick one, he said."
with contractual agreements with
"It was obvious that Coke
offered the school a better deal,"
universities .
"This deal should come as said education major Brandon
no surprise, being that UCF is Rogers. "Its better all-around for
only one of a great number of the administration, the students,
universities that have signed and everyone involved at UCF.
exclusive contracts with a soft Besides, I would choose Coke
drink company.
over Pepsi any day."
"As long as the prices don't
"If you're a student out here
for four years, for four years you go up, I'm happy," said music
major Chris Cimaglia.
drink their product.
"At least Coke isn't trying to
"Coca-Cola
is
hoping
they've got you hooked for life. stick it to us now that they have a
Plus they get all the promotion monopoly."
FROM PAGE
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We believe enthusiasm, integrity and exceptional customer service are vital
to success. That's why Interlachen Country Club continues to search for
people who possess these talents. We are looking for full and part-time
employees who are looking for an exciting place to grow. Interlachen
Country Club acknowledges and rewards exceptional performance.
We currently have openings for the following positions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food Servers
Custodial
Banquet Captain
Men's Locker Room Shoe Shine Attendant
Golf Cart and Bag Attendants
Golf Course Maintenance

Excellent benefits for full-time employees including health insu~ance, paid
vacation, 401(K) and more. Apply in person, fax, or email resume.

•

2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone 407/657-0850
Fax 407/657-5037
email ICC2245@aol.com
~
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This is a Drug-Free Workplace.
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Senate elections postponed; new commissioners voted in
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Student Body President
Andrew Cupicha postponed the
Senate elections for two weeks
after determining that the lack of
confirmed election commissioners constituted a campus emergency.
The elections will be held
Sept. 27 through Oct. 1.
Cupicha explained in a
memo on Aug. 30 that there was
not enough confirmed election
commissioners, or a chief election commissioner, to run the
elections.
Title VI Statute, Section
604.7 states that the president
may suspend or delay the elections if a campus emergency will
impede the voting process.
The elections · must be
rescheduled within seven days of
the suspended elections.
"I believe that this action is
necessary to run a fair election,"
Cupicha wrote in the memo.
"At this time, all necessary
appointments have been made to
ensure
a
full
Election
Commission. It is now incumbent
upon Senate to confirm said
appointments to prevent any further delay in the election
process."
At last week's Senate meeting, five election commissioners

and a chief election commissioner were confirmed.
Most of them passed by
acclamation.
Chief
Election
Commissioner David Dobin did
not pass for the chief at the
Senate meeting the week before.
According to Elections and
Appointments Chair Karen
Talbert, the main reason for the
difference in the votes was that
everyone was trying to move forward.
"We still had questions about
certain people, and thos_e problems were resolved between that
time," he said.
"Now we're trying to fill the
vacant spots so that we can serve
the students the best way- we
can."
Cupicha said the appointments that came before Senate
showed a high level of professionalism.
"There's going to be people
that are coming up tonight that
have been appointed or are going
to be confitmed that maybe had
conflicts with myself or other
parties of the past Patton/Cupicha
administration that I believe I can
trust," he said.
"We have made agreements
to kind of clear things up in the
past and move forward. I expect
nothing less in the future."
There are now 13 election

commissioners, still two short of
the mandatory 15.
Cupicha said that two
Election ·Commission appointments would be coming before
Senate this Thursday.
Amy Florin, Senate president pro tempore, said she
believes things are moving forward for Student Government.
"I think it's great that people
in Student Government are
beginning to put aside their differences and work together to
benefit the students," Florin said.
Florin said she believes the
Senate elections will be competitive, but hopes that people will
run knowing the responsibility of
the job.
"There's a lot of work, time,
and dedication that goes into
being a good senator and people
should run because they want to
represent the students in their college," she said.
While addressing the Senate,
Cupicha said students should
al ways remain the top priority
with Student Government.
"I have tried to be very fair
with people and above all, to do
the right thing and not play too
much politics although this is
very, very political," he said.
"We don't always agree with
each other, or the administration,
but we 're here for the students
and that must remain our focus."

•

•

•

PHOTO BY SHELLEY WILSON

While the Senate met on September 2 confirming five election commissioners
and a chief election commissioner. There are now 13 on the election commis·.
sion. Two appointments will be coming before Senate this Thursday.
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Writers needed
tor the Future
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It's g~me day, and you•ve been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408

•

(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in

Email

line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

news@ucnuture.com
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: For more information on £-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.
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UCF

Students!
If you need to make extra cash, here's
your chance to have fun and get paid with
a part-time job that's flexible enough to
work around your busy class scheduleweekends, evenings, afternoons or days .
. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ESCAPEsM has great
part-time openings in the fallowing areas:

Park Operations
Food Services
Merchandise
Plus be part of Halloween Horror Nights IX
as a performer. It's the

•

.LASrGAS'PSM

•

•

•

All team members iualify for great perks:
• Free admission wit I.D. badge
·
• Merchandise discounts
• Food discounts at specified locations
.
• Complimentary passes for those who qualify
Drdr by our-booth at the UCF Part-time Job Fair on ·
We nesday, September 8th from 10:00am-2:00pm at
the UCF Student Union or apply in person between
9:00am and 5:00pm to:

•

•

.
•
•

Human Resources Building
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ESCAPE
1000 Universal Studios Plaza, Orlando
(Take Turkey Lake Road, turn at Universal
Studios Plaza)

Job Hotline
(407) 363-8080
www.uescape.com

•

•

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS ESCAPE TM &
© 1999 Universal Studios. © 1999 Universal
Studios. Universal Studios Escape, A
Universal/Rank Group Joint Venture.
All rights reserved. EOE.

. September 8, 1999
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Test results
clear; water
ban notices
come down
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR

Test results on water in the
building that houses the UCF
bookstore and food services
came back normal at 3 p.m. on
Sept. 3. The lab found no trace
of bacteria contamination.
UCF Physical Plant posted
Do Not Drink Water notices in
the area on Sept. 1 after a water
line broke Tuesday night.
Larry Eflin, interim supervisor for the Waste and Water
Department, said a contractor
hit the line a couple of weeks
ago. It was fixed, and ·the fix
came unfixed, he said.
Dick Paradise, director of
Physical Plant, said the tests
were strictly precautionary.
Paradise said that when a
break occurs, the pressure in the
line decreases and the water sits
dormant. In this state, contaminants may enter the water.
Flushing the lines is a common
way to avoid contamination.
The tests are required by
the
Department
of
Environmental
Protection
(DEP) to check for contamination after a break. Samples are
taken from various faucets in
the affected area over a 48 hr.

period and then sent to an independent lab for testing.
The UCF CatE in the bookstore and Great Escapes, next to
the bookstore, were the most
affected by the break. The catE
could not serve frappuccino,
espresso, or coffee. Great
Escapes had to do without fountain sodas and Smoothie King
for two and a half days.
To make up for the lost
business, Great Escapes sold
canned sodas and bottled water.
Kristen Biser, manager of
UCF CafE, said she saw a dramatic difference in business.
"The only thing we· could
make was hot chocolate, or use
bottled water to make tea, she
said."
Laquel Coleman works at
Great Escapes as a cashier.
Coleman saiJ the delay was a
hassle.
"Once the students saw that
the machines weren't working,
they would turn around and
walk out."
Biser said caffi management is considering buying an
industrial size coffeepot that
wouldn't be tied to the water
lines. "This has happened a
couple of times since I have
been here," she said.
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JOIN TRENT ANDERSON, JO/MBA* FOR A FREE
INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR! ,
Trent anderson is the Executive Director of Graduate Programs for Kaplan and a
contrjbytiog editor to Newsweek's How to Choose a Career and GraduaJ!t.$chool
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Location: University of Central Florida, PCll Room 11 O
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RUSH creates new friends, way of life
Over 700 women participate in this year's sorority recruitment

•

•
•
•

•

•

STEPHANIE TOURVILLE
STAFF WRITER

Over 700 of UCF's females
gathered in the UCF Arena Aug.
13 to kick off the 1999 Sorority
Recruitment, informally known
as Rush. This annual event was
headed and organized by the
Panhellenic
Recruitment
Executive Council and _the Rho
Chis.
The Rho Chis were each
assigned a group of prospective
new members to help through
recruitment. From carrying their
bags to giving them unbiased
advice and words of encouragement, the Rho Chis were there
every step of the way for their
group of young women.
"I was very unsure about
Rush at first because of some of
the rumors I had heard, but I really wanted to meet new people
and feel like I belonged at UCF.
So I decided to go ahead and see
what it was really about,"freshman Amanda Wainwright said.
During recruitment, each girl
is given a chance to sample a bit
of each sorority, so that through a
mutual selection process, by both
sorority and perspective member,
she is able to find a sorority

where she can feel at home.
The whole process starts
when each member, along with
her traveling group, visits each of
UCF's seven active sororities.
"It was clear from the first
day as to where I felt like I would
fit in," Wainwright said. "And as
the days went on, it just got clearer and clearer to us as new members and to the sisters already in
the sororities, too."
The next morning, and the
two mornings following that, all
the new members met once again
with their Rho Chis. They were
given a list of the sororities that
asked them back to their house
that day. From that list, the new
members picked five sororities.
The next day they selected three
and the third morning they
picked only two, that they wished
to visit that day.
Every day the sisters in each
sorority had different events,
activities
and
discussions
planned to help make the choice
easier. Theme-days like UCF
Spirit Day, Philanthropy Day and
Video Presentation Day gave
each prospect a chance to learn
more about each sorority.
Preferentials, a more formal
and serious event, is the last day

''

Throughout the
entire process~ I
was really confused as to which
sorority I felt like I
belonged in most.
But offer
Preferentials I was
sure.
- Stephanie Kelly
of selection.
"Throughout the entire
process, I was really confused as
to which sorority I felt like I
belonged in most. But after
Preferentials I was sure,"
Stephanie Kelly said.
Rig~t after the ladies finished
their
rounds
of
Preferentials, they headed to the
Student Union to do the final
elimination procedure. Each girl
was asked to rank the sororities in

UCF Bus_M.inistrv

the order of which they would
prefer.
The Rho Chis were present
to help anyone who was having a
hard time deciding or to give
some last minute advice. All that
was left to do then was wait.
The next morning arrived
and that meant Bid Day for all the
ladies .
This was the day where they
received their bids from the
sororities that chose them to be
members.
"Bid Day was so exciting
because I knew I would finally
get to unite with the women that
would soon be my sisters for
life," Kelly said. "Its an indescribable bond that you can feel
almost immediately."
Bid Day marked the beginning of a new way of life for
many of the original ladies, as
they became members of their
sororities.
"After it was all over I was ·
so extremely impressed with the
fair and unprejudiced way we
were all able to learn about each
aspect of what Greek life really
is," Wainwright said. "Being
Greek is not just parties and fun;
but about sisterhood, service,
scholarship and leadership."
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Sunday: (UCF Bus Ministry)*
· ~ . ~
Worship Services
9:30 ff 10:50 am
College Career Bible Study 9:30ff10:50 am
College Career Bible Study
5:00 pm
Worship Service
6:15 pm
*Our bus will stop at the following locations:
1st - Alafaya anti Central Florida Pkwy. - 8:50 am
lnti - The Administration Building - 8:55 atn
3rti - Greek Park Drive anti Gemini Blvti. North - 9:05 am
4th -Alafaya anti Gemini Blvtt. North - 9:10 am

Monday - 8:00 pm
Monday Night Football

Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Worship

•

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2-7 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)

Pitchers
of Beer
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &
Sundays

Tuesday - 7:00 pm
Reach·out

For More Info Contact:
Rick Pughe, College Career Pastor
407-365-3484
rpughe@rbcovietto.org

Happy Hour

FBC OVietto
45 W. Broadway Street
OVietto, FL 32 765

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505
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Court allows Indiana fraternity rape suit to proceed
JEFF SHIREMAN
IND/ANA DAILY STUDENT

(U-WIRE)
TON, Ind. -

BLOOMING-

Tracy Guthrie battled nine
years to hear the news she
received this summer.
After a series of legal delays
and contradictory rulings by
lower courts, the Indiana
Sup reme Court decided she
wot id tell her story to a jury.
The unanimous July 12 decision allows Guthrie to go forward
with her lawsuit against the IU
chapter of Delta Tau Delta, 1431
N. Jordan Ave., and may bring
changes and set legal precedents
that affect local Delts' members,
fraternities nationwide and any
private property owners.
Guthrie was an 18-year-old
freshman when she was sexually
assaulted by Joseph P. Motz during a Homecoming party at the
fraternity Oct. 14, 1990. She was
known then as Tracy Johnson;
she has since married.
In her first public interview
about the sexual assault and lawsuit, Guthrie said late Wednesday
evening her goal with the litigation is and has al ways been to
seek justice and a public apology
for the actions of Motz and the
fraternity. She filed suit after
being dissatisfied with the plea
bargain Motz received; he pleaded guilty to sexual battery and
served a year of house arrest.
"It was extremely frustrating," Guthrie said. "We had a
taped confession. I had practiced
in the (witness) box and the day
before the trial he gets this plea

bargain. He just had to sit at
home; he didn't have to sacrifice
anything."
She said the entire process
left her feeling powerless.
"I just wanted control over
something," she said. "I would
never pursue this for money.
Initially, all I wanted was an apology and for the members to stand
up and be responsible men. If
there is any financial gain it will
go to a rape crisis fund."
Guthrie added that she has
nothing against the greek system.
She was in Zeta Tau Alpha, and
her husband was in Pi Kappa
Alpha while they attended IU.

THE INCIDENT
Guthrie arrived at 10 p.m.
Oct. 13, 1990 at the Delts'
Homecoming party with some of
her friends . . At midnight she
encountered Motz, an acquaintance she worked with in a
department store the previous
summer. She and her friends
were separated and eventually
they left without her. Motz, a former Delts vice-president, was
staying at the house during his
visit and offered to drive her
home but only after he sobered
up.
They waited together in a
room upstairs listening to music,
where they both consumed some
hard liquor and talked. At about
3:30 a.m, Guthrie again got up
and searched through the house
for a ride. After she was unsuccessful, Motz once again offered
to take her home. But soon after
he locked the two of them in the

room.
He then sexually assaulted
her.
Guthrie eventually made it
back to her dorm where she was
comforted by friends who urged
her to report the crime to the IU
Police Department. She said after
reporting the assault, the fraternity began intimidating and harassing her.
"Instead of admitting this
guy was wrong for raping me,
they banded together against
me," Guthrie said. "They would
leave threatening notes on my car
and messages on my answering
machine. If I was walking past
the Arboretum, or getting a Coke
in the Union, they would bump
into me and yell at me."
She said the intimidation
almost made her leave IU.
"I wanted to quit," she said.
"They protected this guy - and
were lashing out at me. I dug my
heels in. All I wanted was for
them to be responsible men,
instead of animals."
She said the emotional toll of
the abuse and assault d!imaged
her forever. She has suffered
nightmares, flashbacks, anxiety
attacks and depression.
"Not a day goes by that I
don't think about what happened," Guthrie said. "The 13th
is coming up, and it will be nine
years; this is a large portion of
my life. It has been a long road,
but I'm glad I stuck it out."
Suzanne Pauwels, a counselor at the Sexual Assault Crisis
Service, said reactions similar to
Guthrie's are common among
rape victims.

"You have to remember rape
and sexual assault isn't a crime of
sex - it is a crime of violence,
power, control and domination,"
she said.
Pauwels said there is always
emotional trauma after a sexual
assault.
"There is trauma, I guarantee
you there is trauma in every
instance."

COURT SETS LEGAL
PRECEDENT
The suit was filed in 1992
against Motz and the local and
national chapters of Delts. On a
defense motion of summary
judgment, the district trial court
ruled that her suit could proceed
against all three parties.
The fraternity appealed the
decision, and it was reversed in
1995 at the State Court of
Appeals. The judgment removed
both local and national chapters
of Delts from the suit.
Guthrie's attorneys then
appealed to the Indiana Supreme
Court, which in its ruling this
summer reinstated the local chapter of Delts as a party to the suit,
but declined to reinstate the
national organization.
With this opinion, the court
set up a new legal test to determine if landowners owed a "duty
of reasonable care" to their
guests. This was one of three different cases considered and ruled
upon by the court regarding a
landowner's responsibility to
protect customers or guests from
assaults by third parties.
Duty of reasonable care

means landowners with a history
of criminal incidents on their
property, even if committed by a
third party, can be held accountable for not taking steps to prevent future incidents.
The Court applied this this
legal test to the Guthrie suit, as
well as a case involving a series
of violent crimes in a South Bend
Kroger parking lot, and a rape at
Evans Scholars at Purdue
University.
In the Kroger decision, the
Court ruled that the supermarket
could be held liable for a violent
attack that occurred in its parking
lot after past incidents in the lot
were not confronted.
On the other hand, in the
case of Evans Scholars, the Court
ruled that the fraternity could not
foresee the sexual assault because
no prior incidents occurred that
w.ould suggest a dangerous environment for guests.
In Guthrie's case, the Court
ruled that Delts owed Guthrie a
duty of reasonable care because
of two hazing incidents at Delts
in the two years prior to Motz
assaulting Guthrie.
In addition, the fraternity
was supplied pamphlets and
information about rape and sexual assault a month prior to the
incident.
In the court's decision,
Justice Myra Selby wrote that the
Supr~me Court justices "believe
to hold that a sexual assault in
this situation was not foreseeable,
as a matter of law, would ignore
the facts and allow DTD to flaunt
the warning signs at the risk of all
its guests.
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You can save up to 50% off the regular
price when you shop at textbooks.com.
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program. So not only do we have the
most books in the business, we also

on our entire range of new books.

have the cheapest books in the

We also have the largest selection

business. And with our fast, flat
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rate shipping, the decision on where
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Need Extra Cash?
Loolrlng lo eam $Ome exfro cash thi.s semester? Hoping to
gain some-work expe •
mo;or? Do you want to
work 10mewhe,. fun?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I

-- Fun Party?

Alcohol

''

ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

Meet our players: Jack &
Jill are non-drinkers, and Dan &
Daina do drink, varying amounts
depending on the occasion. They
will be attending various parties
throughout our play: Take what
you will out of it. Who are you
now? Who do you want to be?
Jack went to a party last
night. There was no alcohol present, and events included a
movie, poker game, and lots of
chitchat. He considered it one of
the best parties he's ever attended.
The next night Jack and Jill
went to a keg party. Jack was
bored and annoyed at the
drinkers. Jill, however, had a
marvelous time laughing at all
the drunken people.
Across town, Dan and
Daina attended a separate keg
party. Dan got quite toasty and
had a great time. Daina, however, had a great time until the end
of the night when she began to
pray to the porcelain god.
The next day though, both
agreed it was a good night. The
next week, Jack . threw a dry
party, which all 4 attended. Jack
and Jill had a good time, while
Diana also managed to have a
fun time. Dan on the other hand
was bored, and left after an hour

I'm not here to
condemn a person for drinking,
which is their
choice ... However,
I will condemn
destructive
behavior, intoxicated or not. That
is the line everyone must draw.
to drink with his buddies.
So, who wins? Jill had a
great time at both parties, but
Jack didn't. Dan needed alcohol
for a good time, . while Daina
adapted and had a good time in
both cases, even after the
unpleasantness of the first night.
Do you need alcohol for a good
time? Of course not.
The question is why then is
it so prevalent? If alcohol is present, even if you don't drink,
you can have a good time.

nowledge to use, Determine
, enioyoble CQrMox buying
level, excellent commuoic;ation
es eicperience b not n~

Think of it like this: If you
have 10 kegs, a DJ, open bar,
~nd a giant clubhouse, do you
have a party? No, you need people. People make parties, and
drinking or not, if you don't
interact you 're doomed to dislike the evening.
I'm not here to condemn a
person for drinking, which is
. their choice, though I don't find
being drunk a desirable state of
being. However, I will condemn
destructive behavior, intoxicated
or not. That is the line everyone
must draw. Alcohol is never a
good excuse. If you drink, be
responsible; if you don't, d~ not
condemn those who do. Leam·to
draw the line when those under
the influence can't do it themselves.
They '11 thank you later.
Back to the original question: Does aicohol make a fun
party?
Answer:
maybe.
Everything depends on circumstance.
It sort of makes the whole
discussion irrelevant, and rightly
so. The truth is, a fun party is
determined by the people, the
interaction, and learning where
to draw the line. If the cops
show up, you missed the line.
Learn your limits and the
limits of those around you, in
every sense of the term. You '11
smile more in the end.

$art oolding that resume
customers with paperwork for
si~ and intefading with Soles

j0f$ -

- lookrng for exper~ with childteni

ring "ights and weekent:b if! our indoor
~~available.

, a great wcxk. envitonment, & associate discounts.

, cal our kb line: IM 9'..30attM5pm & Sm 1-5pm, ET:

NEVER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WRITE A
CHECK OR 9THERWISE PAY A s't:;cURITY
DEPOSIT SIMPLY TO EXECUTE A REN!AL
APPLICATION.
A RENTAL APPLICATION IS NOT A LEASE!

YOU MAY BE CHARGED A NON~REFUNDABLE
APPLICATION FEE. REMEMBER AN APPLICATION
FEE SHOULD NEVER BE MORE THAN $25.00,
...
This communication is for general education only. It is not intended to

solve .individual problems. For additional ·information, contact Student
Legal Services. 823-2538~ SRC 155.
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UCF something to brag about

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

•

•

Where have all
the tickets gone?
I'd like to comment on
the football ticket situation
for the UCF vs. Florida
game the second weekend in
September. I've heard a
rumor that UCF got 4,000
tickets.
But, as I've read, the
students are only getting
700. That's not entirely true.
Three hundred and fifty out
of our 30-some thousand students get the opportunity to
purchase two tickets if they
have the right number.
Give me a break, where
are the other 3,300 tickets? I
have supported this school
for years, I haven't been a
student there since 1992, but

I haven't missed a home
football game in over 2
years. How am I supposed to
get to Gainesville to watch
my team play??
I think the way they are
handling this is wrong. If the
school gets 4,000 tickets,
they should let everyone
know when they are going
on sale, limit the amount you
can buy to no more than
four, and sell them on a firstcome first-serve basis.
I hope they fix this
before we play another
Florida school.
Sincerely,
David Cardin

was a lift in her voice.
"Yeah, I'm a senior." Yeah baby,
eat it up.
The night before that, I was in
I just got back from being out of
town. You know how it goes. At the Dennys munching on the worst
end of the summer you take a road cheese fries I had ever eaten when a
trip to see the parents, have a family boy sitting nearby recognized me
dinner and do something wholesome from high school.
"Don't you remember? I was a
like mini-goJf. Before you even
know it, you're on your way back to freshman when you were a senior,"
drinking, parties and the joy of those he said.
Right, right, of course. How
little souped-up Civics speeding past
could I forget. I heard white lies
you on Alafaya Trail.
While I was in Plantation, I don't really count against you, espewent to the mall and found myself cially when its a lie to please somepaying for my purchase with my one else. "So where are you now?"
he asked.
Visa check card.
"Well, I'm a senior at UCF in
"I'll need to see a picture ID .
Orlando."
please," the cashier said.
"Orlando? No way. I tried to get
As I opened my wallet, I realized that I was reaching for my UCF in there, but I graduated with a 2.5
ID, which was cozily occupying the [GPA] and that's just not going to
seat right next the most traditional work for UCF."
So he's turning green with envy
form of ID, my drivers license.
I didn't hesitate. I handed her and I'm thinking, You're right, 2.5
isn't good enough and I'm happy
the card.
"Oh, you go to UCF?" There about that:
CHRISTINE SELVAGGI
STAFF WRITER

It's not all peaches and cream
for me though. I took a summer
course at UCF run by a professor
who was inaudible (Finite Math, and
hey, I was thei:e because writing is
my strong point). But I was able to
go home and brag about my college
who actually turns away applicants.
And yes, it took the school a
year to get my transfer credits from
Florida State University into the
computer system, but it all seems
worth it when grandpa slips me $20
while my two not-in-college brothers aren't looking.
UCF, with its faults, is still
something to brag about - to the
family, the prospective freshman and
even a stranger. And for me to say
this right after finishing that Finite
Math class, you've got to know I'm
onto something here. Which, by the
way, reminds me. Mom, I got two
A's this semester and only one
speeding ticket. That's got to be
worth at least a trip to Publix and
once-over on the apartment, right?

.
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GRAND CYPRESS
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HYATT

TM

RESORT

COME VISIT US at the
UCF Part-Time Job Fair on September 8th or the
CFHMA Job Fair on September 14th
The Best Place In the World to Be! Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress
in Orlando is looking for qualified individuals for the following positions:
* Housekeepers
* PBX Operator
* Interior Landscaping Technician
* Floral Designer
* Food & Beverage Servers
* Restaurant Greeter
* Cascades Server Assistant
* Beverage Bar back
*Assistant Tennis Professional
*Tennis Ball Person
* Recreation Attendant
* Security Officer
* Public Areas Lobby Attendant
* and many more ...
Applications for the above positions will be accepted
Monday trough Friday from 8:00AM to 5:00PM
Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress
One Grand Cypress Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32836
For more infonnation & directions call our JOB LINE at 407-239-3899

Mops correspon~ence courses from lne Division
of Continuing Eoutolion coul~ ~elp. We offer a
comprehensive catalog of courses, from Anlhropology
to Spanish, with on array ol options. You may enrol in
these courses llf ony fime ond toke up lo nyear to
complete lnem. Ml the colege creolt courses are
accepted• by a~ stole universtties in Roritlc.
fnrollmenl by man, telephone1 Worlo W'ide Web,
or in pwn. All lexl~ks ond study moteriak avoiloMe
o1 time of registration. In Gainesvil~ tull 392.171 t
elsevdiere 1.800.327.4218. Cootod us Dy e-mail:
leorn@doce.ufl.edu, or mt us ul our website:
www.doce.ufl.edu.

.&f.;);'IVERSITYOF ICONTINUJNG
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right: Tori Amos is
releasing her new single
Bliss online this month .
The single can·be down·
loaded at www.mp3.com
in near CD-quality MP3
format. Amos is one of
the most downloaded

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINE SELVAGGI

lnfaduation junkie Alanis Morrisette will continue or her solo tour with
mpl's supP.ort later this year.

ast
year,
Tori Amos
got
into
bed with Best Buy and
mp3.com
to
support
Amos' 1998 release, From
the Choirgirl Hotel on the
"Plugged" tour. For this
year's tour, it's become a
threesome.
Infatuation junkie
Alanis Morrisette joined
Amos and the corporate
monsters for the 5 112
Weeks tour, which began
in Ft. Lauderdale on
August 18th. The tour
will end in Califonia, but
both Amos and Morrisette
will continue on afterwards, each playing solo
shows.
Mp3.com's role in
the 5 112 Weeks tour is a
hefty: one.
Amos'
first release, Bliss, from
her
September
23rd
release double album, To
Venus and Back, is the
first single to ever be
available for secure download from mp3. Which
basically means that you
can pay a couple bucks to
download the album-quality song from an official
site, whereby giving royalties to Amos, instead of
downloading it from an
unknown site that will
leave Amos, and her label
Atlantic, out of the
money- making loop.
Amos, who some
call the most downloaded
artist on the Internet,
seems a prime candidate
to test the industry's latest
method to sell music. For

based~nd
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more impor- -

tantly, loyal to the sites
they visit and maintain.
Rather than finding outdated information and forgotten pictures, Amos'
sites, like A Dent in the
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Tori Amos Universe
(http://www.tori.by.net),
are updated regularly
with any, and I mean any, information that pertains to
Amos.

The
Universe also includes
a tremendous archive of
television appearances,
articles, set lists, and
interviews with Amos.
Amos' personal
web ring is growing. With
each new tour she begins,
dozens of web sites pop
up selling distinct keychains, homemade Tshirts, and bootlegs of past
shows.
Some people even
set up sites that are
designed for ·fans of
Amos to send in
their
personal
greetings, so that
they all may be
presented in a keepsake book near the
end of the tour.
Most of Amos'
sites also support or even
send a portion of their
proceeds to RAINN, the

....CD
en
en

CD

...m-·
....-en
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Rape, Abuse, and Incest
National Network that
Amos co-founded /and
continues to stay active
within.
Amos' fans have
made it clear that no matter who she decides to tour
with, or how versatile her
music may be, they will
support her, faithfully.
-CHRISTINE SELVAGGI

•
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New Hvdra Fighter Takes Guests on a Wet Ride
SARAH DINGLE
STAFF WRITER

Wet 'n Wild on International
Drive opened a new attraction on July
16th. The Hydra Fighter seats two guests
back to back and anns them with water
cannons.
Their press kit goes on to
explain that, "guests dangle from bungeelike cords as they control the water pressure that will launch them into the air and
send them twisting and turning throughout the ride."
The object of the Hydra Fighter
is to swing as high as possible. But, the
trick is teamwork. This ride gets park
guests out of inflatable tubes and offtraditional slides to give them the opportunity to control their ride. Guests can swing
leisurely back and forth or fly wildly out
of control-depending on how they use
the water cannons. The water cannons
have the water pressure of fire hoses and
have a range so wide that guests waiting
in line for their chance at the Hydra
Fighter also get drenched .

..

There are many other attractions
at Wet 'n Wild including: the Fuji Flyera 4-passenger ''toboggan" ride, the Der .
Stuka-a 6-story "free fall" and the Black
Hole-a 2-person raft ride in almost total
darkness.
Universal Studios, Sea World,
Islands of Adventure, Wet 'n Wild, and
Busch Gardens at Tampa Bay team up to
offer the 5-park ORLANDO FLEXTICKET. This offer includes unlimited access
to all 5 parks and requires .only one parking fee per day. Also, Islands of
Adventure and Universal Studios join.
Wet 'n Wild in the 5 day Escape Pass.
This offer includes 5 days of unlimited
access to all three parks for about $24.99
per day. At Wet 'n Wild, Florida residents can play all day for just $19.99
until October 3rd. As always, UCF students can purchase tickets at the UCF
Student Union for only $13.00. General
Admission (ages 10 and up) is $26.95 and
children (ages 3 thru 9) are $21.95. From
now until October 31st the park is open
from lOam until 6pm. For specific information call 1-800 992-WILD.

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

Guests dangle from bungee-like cords as they control water pressure that launch them i.nto the
air and send them Twisting and turning throughout the ride.
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Music
lndustrv
Controversv:
AreMP3sa
Soundldeail
EUGENE D. BRONSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Not spending enough
time on the Web? Still have a
few spare hours? Well, free
music off the Web should eat up
your sleep time and your empty
hard disk space.
Digitized, downloadable real music has become qui~e
the rage on the Web.
If you haven't. tried it,
yet, you're in for quite a surprise.
The technology behind Webbased music is called MP3, an
abbreviation for a digital music
compression standard that
reduces the size of CD quality
music to about one-tenth the
spaceneeded on a CD.
The average CD has a
maximum capacity of 74 minutes of recording time1 which
requires 650 megabytes (MB) of
space.
This works out to about
8.8 MB per minute for CD quality digital recording, about the
space needed to store 4400 pages
of double- spaced, typed pages.
A 2-112 minute song requires 22
MB of space for CD quality.
However, using MP3,
that same song only takes about
2.5 MB of space, without losing
quality.
That savings in size
means it takes far less time to
transmit CD quality music over
the Web, hence the proliferation
of MP3 music sites.
There is a large number
of sites with free music tracks
available, as well as albums and
other tracks for sale.
You may not find the
latest _and greatest from the best-:
known artists, but you probably
will find plenty of music you
like.
And it costs nothing for
the basic computer-based listening.
What you need is an
Internet connection and a Web
browser. With this, you can
download one of the free MP3
jukeboxes from the Web.
MusicMatch
and
RealJukebox are just two of
them. Players are available for
pretty much any desktop computer platform.
Try www.mp3.com for
a wide selection of jukebox play-

ers. Make sure you get one with
a functioning equalizer. The
default sound settings may not
be very good.
Download the player
software and install it.
Then, mosey on over to
one of the MP3 music sites. For
starters, try www.emusic.com,
and.
www.mp3.com,
www.musicmatch.com. Some of
the music will be for sale, but
there are plenty available as free
downloads.
A word of caution:
some of the quick or instant play
music files are not MP3 and are
low quality. Be sure you're
downloading an MP3 file.
Once you have the
music on your computer, you can
play it, email it, and download it
into one of the many portable
MP3 players, such as the
Diamond Rio.
The software players
also come with recorders that let
you take your own CDs and tum
them into MP3 files that you can
also download into devices like
the Rio.
But like all freebies, it's
worth every penny you're paying.
The down side is that
the free players do not let you
record at CD quality; you need to
upgrade to the full or enhanced
versions for about $30.
Also, time is money.
With a 56K Internet connection,
it will take you about four hours
to download the equivalent of
one hour of music.
It took me 10 minutes
to download a 2-1/2 minute song '
with an actual connect speed of
49.333 kbps. And, you won't be
the only one looking for free
music.
Most of the music sites
will
be
heavily
used.
Emusic.com, in particular, was
extremely slow in giving me just
the lists of tracks available.
And as for free, well the
portable MP3 players may cost
you over $200.
If you get into serious
collecting, you'll want your own
CD recor~er to keep from filling
up your hard drive.
And, what you find for
free on the Web is what artists
are willing to give away. Even
so, MP3 sounds great. Besides,
who needs sleep?

JOB FAIR
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, Sept. 13, 15, & 17
2036 East Landstreet Road
Orlando, FL 32824
.H ours: 1_0 a.m. - 4 p.m.

AVAIIABLE.POSITIONS
PART TIME & SUPPLEMENTAL
Mail Han~lers -up to $11.18/hour
Class A Drivers - up to $16.09/hour

* Part-time employees receive EXCELLENT benefits including
medical, dental, vision, tuition refunds, and travel discounts.
Call (407) 812-1166 for more information
Ali interested candidates should apply in person
with employer data for the past five years
including names and phone numbers. Finalist must
pass a drug screen and criminal background checks.

Employment line: (407)812-1166
EOE/DFW

'"''''s

An FDX Company

RPS, Inc. is NOW HIRING
part-time package
handlers to help load
and unload trucks.
We offer:
• Great pay ($8.50-9.00/hour
to start) _
• Tuition assistance
•Weekly pay
• $.50 raise (after 30, 90, 180
days, 1 yr, & 2 yrs)
• Advancement opportunities
•Variety of shifts lasting 3-6
hours (1 am, 4 am, 1 pm, 6
pm, 11pm)

Is the cost
of school
adding up?
$8.50$9.00 would

really come .
in handy!

For more info:
Call (407) 851-3212
EEO/AA

s
t

Tickets available beginning September 8.
Bririg UCF ID to the CAB office (SU 215)
One ticket per student Call 823~6471 for more inf?.

ERIC NIEVE

.,

Tuesday Knight Live Comedian

9.14.99

LOCO'S

----- In
CamptJ~

Activities Board

Audition for
-the Mr. 'UCF
Contest! -_9.15.99 fi-IC)pm ley West I)
9.1'99 fi-IC)pm tgmotJt ley
Applications for Cinema
Director available at the CAB
office (Student Union Rm. ·
215) Applications due Sept.

10, 1999
Application$ for Cinema Director available at the CAB office
(Student Union. room 215). ApplicaHons due Sept. 10, 1999.
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the bookshelf

Parker Bases New Book on Helen Hunt
In just a few short pages, he tells
us all about Sunny's career as a painterand about the complicated relationship
between her cool policeman father and her
irritating pseudo-feminist mother.
Parker even makes a direct dig at
Spenser (who, before turning to private
investigating, had a short and fairly unsuccessful career in the boxing world).
When the runaway girl questions
Sunny's ability to protect her from dangerous criminals-'..'you 're a girl like me, for
crissake, what are you going to do?"Sunny replies, "It would be nice if I

Written specifically with Parker's
good friend actress Helen Hunt in mind,
Family Honor is all in good fun.
At one point, a no-nonsense nun
looks down at Sunny's bull terrier, who is
lying on her back begging for a tummy
rub.
"What's wrong with this dog?"
Sister said. "It is a dog, isn't it?"
Parker is so good that with one
hand tied behind his back he can create
characters that are more memorable than
most writers can even when pounding
away with both fists.

Sprint PCS
Free & Clear PlanSM

weighed two hundred pounds and used to
be a boxer.
But I'm not, so we find other
ways." Exactly.

~·

Free Long Distance, Clear Calling

Continuing their affiliation
with celebrities, Candie's
is introducing Alyssa
Milano this fall as their
newest spokesperson.
Candie's will feature the
WB star in a television
and print campaign to
launch Candie's Jeans,
Fragrances, Legwear
and Eyewear. Alyssa will
be the newest member
of the Candie's family,
joining Brandy, Dixie
Chicks, Lisa Loeb,
Shanie Twain, Lil' Kim
and Jenny McCarthy.

Call anytime, anywhere
Plans starting at

~·

120 min.
All of your minutes include local or
long-distance calling from anywhere
on the 100% digital Sprint PCS
Nationwide Network.

FRAGRANCE FOR WOMEN

FRAGRANCE FOR MEN

Anywhere you dare.

Anywhere you dare.

Enter the "Hits of the Fall Seasan11
Sweepstakes ta win a new CD player
and blast your favorite tunes from
your dorm room.

SWEEPSTAKES RULES:
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Sweepstakes Is open to U.S. residents who are 18 years of age or older as of the date of entry. To enter the "Hits of the Fall

~· Season" Sweepstakes simply mail a3X5 card with your name, address. phone number and alist of the products you have in your
dorm room, to GLAMOUR 'Hits.of the Fall Season' Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 10362, Riverton. NJ 08076-0362. Limit one entry
FRAGRAHCES

.-

To enter the "Hits of the Fall Season" Sweepstakes:
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

Jot your name, address and phone number on a 3X5 card, along
with a list of products that you may have in your dorm room that
appear on this page, to: GLAMOUR "Hits of the Fall Season"
Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 10362, Riverton, NJ 08076-0362. All
entries must be received by October 31, 1999. One winner will
be selected in a random drawing. Approximate retail value of CD
player is $500. Odds of winning depend on number of entries
received. Void where prohibited.

Hear the difference today.

Springmaid.
SPRING MAIO'
Classics that do the twist.

ttte

~

~~){~

:X,{(Slf
'f2ff0

~

per person. Entries must be received by October 31, 1999. Winner will be selected in a random drawing on or about November
15, 1999. Sponsors are not responsible for lost, late, illegible. postage due or misdirected mail. Mechanically reproduced entries
are not eligible. All decisions of the judges are final. All entries become the property of the sponsor and will not be acknowledged
or returned. One grand prize of a CD player will be awarded to one winner. The approximate retail vaJue is $500. Income and
other taxes. if any, are the sole responsibility of the winner. By accepting the prize, winner consents to the use of his/her name
and likeness by GLAMOUR magazine for editorial, publicity and advertising purposes without further compensaijon (except
where prohibited). Winner may be required to sign an Affidavit of Eligibility and Publicity/Liability release. which must be returned
within 30 days of no.tification, or an alternate wi~nar may be chosen.. The odds of winning depend on the nu. mber of e.ntries
receM!d. Sub1ect to all federal. state and local laws and regulatbns. Void in Puerto Rico and where prohibited. Prize is non-transferable.
·No substitution for pnze except by sponsor in case of unavailability, 1n which case aprize of erµal or greater value, will be substituted.
Employees (ancftheir immediate family members) of The Conde Nast Publications-Inc. and its participating advertising agencies
are not eligible. For the name of the prize winner, send aself-addressed, stamped envelope to "Hits of the Fail Season' Winner,
GLAMOUR, 4 Times Square, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10036 after November 15, 1999.

Hjg_<J.TM
NEUTROGENA'
COSMETICS
Neutrogena· Healthy SkinN Liquid Makeup
gives your complexion a flawless,
healthy look. Clinically proven ingredients
actually improve your skin every time
you wear it! SPF 20. Available in
16 skin-true shades.

titt'.&~fl
BMG
Always the best music.
Always the best value.

::SPl~IT
LANE BRYANT

ESPRIT

Venezia Jeans Clothing Co., sold exclusively
at Lane Bryant stores, features the hottest
new clothing styles for women sizes 14+.

ESPRIT, a lifestyle approach to
dressing that is young in attitude, yet
sophisticated, modern and distinctive.

Restrictions apply, See printed materials in store for details.
··.)~

l

got milk?"

The clear alternative to cellular."·'

-,¢-Sprint

Sprint PCS

WIRELESS WORKS

-Dick Adler

I

GOT MILK?'
Check out whymilk.com for the latest
milk mustache celebrities, and Contests
and Events to catch college students
nationwide sporting 'staches.

l'-1

CALGON BATH & BODY
Calgon's popular "Take Me Away"
message comes through in its fun,
fresh and totally unique Bath & Body line.
Cool, exhilarating scents offer choices
for a quick escape anytime.

JOVAN BOCYTONICS
A new line of made-for-men grooming
products. Available in three fragrance
categories: the Refreshing Series contains
natural marine extracts to help skin feel its
best everyday, the Energizing Ser.ies has an
anti-oxidant vitamin complex, and Aloe
Vera is the secret to the Soothing Series.

,f4 .
PAN.TENE• PRO-V'

HYDRIENCE~

Incredible Color That's Incredibly Gentle ...
It's Not Impossible ... It's Hydrience.

Embrace it. Celebrate it. Run your fingers
through it. Pantene· shampoos and
conditioners, no other system does more
to transform the hair you have into the
hair you love - he;;ilthy, shiny hair.
Love Your Hair. Pantene·.

• -

HANES SPORT'"
HANES SPORT™

Hanes Sport has introduced a premium
line of athletically-inspired, stylish and
fun apparel. Whether you're relaxing at
home or running errands, these clathes
are designed to reflect the youthful
attitude and active lifestyle of today's
contemporary consumer.

EXCEDRIN' MIGRAINE
The first and only non-prescription
medicine approved for the relief of
migraine headache pain.

(407) 482-2730
UC7 Plaza
University and Alafaya
REMBRANDT'
DAZZLING WHITE-

DRY EL

Your College
Communications
Center

ARCENB.
A contemporary line of career,
casual and eveningwear available
at stores nationwide.

Drye! is a revolutionary new product that
allows you to care for your "dry clean
only" garments in the convenience of
your own home for a fraction of the
cost of commercial dry cleaning.

Rembrandt Dazzling White is the first
toothpaste and bleaching gel in one.
It can dramatically whiten teeth.
Safe. Easy. Clinically Proven .
Recommended by Dentists.

Ga back ta school in style with a GLAMOUR Backpack
Send in e receipt showing a $25 purchase via MasterCard' and
you'll receive a stylish GLAMOUR backpack far the school year.

MASTERCARD'

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!

BLUE ASPHALT
Your roadmap to fun, fashion and
entertainment. Available exclusively at
Wet Seal and Contempo Casuals. For our
new magalog, call 877-2-BlueAsphalt.

There are some things
money can't buy, for
e11erything else there's
MasterCard.

To participate in the "GLAMOUR Backpack" Gi~-With-Purchase Promotion:
Send in a receipt showing a $25 purchase using a MasterCard card, along with your name,
address and phone number on a 3X5 card to: "GLAMOUR Backpack" Gift-With-Purchase,
P.O. Box 10361, Riverton, NJ 08076-0361. All responses received by October 15, 1999
will receive a GLAMOUR backpack [while supplies last). Approximate retail value of
backpack is $25. Allow six weeks for delivery.

If
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CLEANERS
ALAFAYA SQUARE

30 WEST BROADWAY

SHOPPING CENTER

(407) 365-3 7 7 3

(407) 366- 7 625

On your nextSJo.oo Dry-Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
One Gift Certificate per visit please.

------------------------Apply for the
GTE Visa" on the web
and get up to ·~e of
FREE calling time.·
,.

••=

of FREE calling
time just for applying ..

• Apply on the internet
and get an additional
., i= of FREE calling
time when you make
your first purchase.
('=!I if you apply
by phone.)

• Get a 11% rebate
towards calling on
all purchases.t

• No annual fee.
• No credit history

required.

l

.)

www.gtecard.com
or

1-888-591-7900
'CalllnQ time will automaticallv b11 cr11clitud te> your GTE Ca11lng Card account.
+When you c:arrv a balance from month 10 month. Call our tolJ.he& number or
visit our - b site for completo disi:lo•um of tenn1 1md conditions.

Dear Nancy,
I just moved here
from New Hampshire a
month ago to live with my
best friend and to start at
UCF. Not long after I
arrived I met a girl. We hit ~
it off and ·spent a lot of time
together. But recently I've
been meeting a lot of new
people and I feel suffocated
by her. She constantly calls
me and wants to hang out,
"just the two of us." I like
her but I want to see other
people too. What should I
do?
Sincerely, Almost not
breathing

Dear almost not
breathing,
Before you drop dead
from lack of oxygen let me
congratulate you on NOT
being a Will smith fan. Now
let's think about your situation. Why don't you define
recently? Recently is a month
ago when you moved here.
This girl is still a stranger.
You're in a new town with
your best buddy, get a life. Go
out and get to know 0- town.
Maybe she is a cool girl but
who cares? You're young,

Dear Nancy Knows,
My boyfriend and I
have been dating for
two years. In the past six
mQnths he has become really
into his body. He works out
constantly and I always
catch him looking in the
mirror at himself. He is so
obsessed with his image that
when we go out it takes him
twice as long as me to get
ready. He's so into himself
that he hardly acknowledges
me when I'm around. I love
him and I want to stay
together but I don't know
what to say to him. I want
my old boyfriend back.
Please help,
Desperately seeking attention.
Dear desperately
seeking attention:

Does he look good?
Because if your man looks
good then that's all that matters, honey. No, not really.
Does the word insecurity ring
a bell to you? This guy has
mad issues. The first thing I
suggest you to do is, remove
all of the mirrors from his
-place and replace them with
pictures of you. Tell him to
put away "the front" and start
you' re wild and you' re free.
looking at your back side. If
You said you feel suffocated
he doesn't .seem to cooperate
so step outside and take a
with your wishes, dump him.
breath of fresh air. If your
Tell him he's high mainteconcerned about hurting this
girl's feelings by simpiy walk- nance and you don't have the
ing away there are a variety of time, then walk out the door
and go home and wait for
phrases you could say to her.
him
to call you. If he doesn't
Such as "Girl, you be jammin'
show
up at your door begging
me up" or "hey listen I like
then he's obviously more in
you but you 're cramping my
love
with himself then he is
style" or there's always the
with
you. After two years this
good old fashioned "don't let
could
be a hard thing for you
the door hit you in the ass on
to accept but sometimes peoyour way out." I'm sure she'll
get the hint. Seriously, honesty ple change and there's nothing you can do.
is key and I'm sure you could
If he doesn't want to share
find a nice way to tell her on
your own if these don't work
the reason for his behavior
for you. And if she really cares with you, you can't force
about you she'll understand
him. Maybe it's time for you
and give you the space you
to move on and find someone
need. Good luck and don't for- who can give you the attenget to breathe.
tion you deserve.
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AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
Serrilc over

fSIJ.(J(J()

Jiloridlam

· Special Student Dental Plan
Latest News
Under a bill expected to become law next
year, the government of the Netherlands recently
proposed to loosen restrictions on euthanasia for
pain-wracked, incurably ill people, even extending
the right to children as young as 12. In principle,
those age 12 to 15 would also need parental permission to choose death, but doctors in some circumstances could honor a kid's wishes even without it. (Euthanasia would still be illegal under the
bill, but doctors adhering to the new guidelines
would be immune from prosecution.)
Nuclear scientist Eric Voice, 73, told
England's The Guardian in August that, as far as
he knows, inhaling plutonium (as from the effects
of a nuclear war) is not dangerous, citing his own
successful test 18 months ago in which he sniffed
some to try to allay the public's fears. Voice said
nothing bad has happened to him so far and that, in
fact, plutonium has never harmed anyone, except
for those two bombs on Japan.
Apparently, Another Tragic Affliction of
Seniors John Glover, 74, explaining why his car
was in the middle of Deal Lake (N.J.), June: gas
pedal got stuck. Billy W. Parkham, 68, on why his
minivan smashed into a dress shop, Seekonk,
Mass., August: gas pedal got stuck. Eleanor Soltis,
76, on why her car ran out of control in downtown
Chicago, killing three people (and who agreed to
pay a $1.5 mil1ion settlement in August): gas pedal
got stuck. Marie Wyman, 87, on why her Buick
crashed through the Lobster Trap & Steakhouse,
Winslow, Maine, July: gas pedal got stuck.

Cultural Diversity
Latest Holy Icoris: Crocodiles, in a lake
near Karachi, Pakistan, where thousands brought
fresh-meat offerings in March to secure blessings
for their babies; two frogs, joined in Hindu matrimony in Gauhati, India, in March to please rain
gods and end a four-month drought; and six
Franciscan priests, in remote Copacabana, Bolivia,
who specialize in blessing motorists against drunk
drivers, bad brakes and gasoline shortages, based
on a mixture of Catholicism and Andean Indian
beliefs.
According to a June Boston Globe dispatch, the kingdom of Bhutan, nestled between
India and Tibet, recently legalized televisionwatching for its 700,000 people and began broadcasting the news and other programs. Before that,
the country's few TV sets were used only to watch
imported videos. (And, according to a June New
Yorker travelogue, the Bhutanese landscape is
dominated by penis art, which is a tribute to the
legendary Drukpa Kunley and supposedly inspires
fertility.)
Zimbabwe, which seemed on the verge of
a breakthrough on rights for women just 15 years
ago, was set back by an April unanimous decision
of its Supreme Court that adult females are inherently inferior to males and have a status akin to
that of teen-ager. The court cited "the nature of
African society" as its basis.
An April Chronicle of Higher Education
report reviewed research showing that, in more
than a dozen South American societies plus others
in New Guinea, Polynesia and India, all men who
have sex with a pregnant woman are considered
joint biological fathers. In this "partible paternity,"
the fetus is considered fertilized by repeated contributions of sperm, and at least one society, the
Canela of Brazil, believe the baby will most
resemble the man who contributes the most sperm
a~aR-y ~e during the nine months.

Cliches Come to Life

Low Jlll?ll1illll!S Ior UCF Stpt/enls

CaU 644-5500 for
In June, Panama City, Fla., elementary
school teacher Wanda Nelson was reprimanded for
confiscating a National Geographic magazine
drawings of naked humans in a story on evolution). And two Illinois researchers told a professional convention in May of their findings that
telling a lie triggers a release of hormones to the
nose, increasing its size.

free stadent pkg

or inror@amdelltalp/JID.com

Teresa I. Teramae P.A........
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Sound Like Monty Python Sketches
Clifford Shattuck, 66, owner of the
Lighthouse Motel in Lincolnville, Maine, was
barred by court order in May from having any contact with motel guests after one complaint too
many of his harassing his customers, including
once tossing rocks at a potential guest's car. And in
July, the first European Swamp Soccer
Championship (with 62 teams competing) was
played in Hyrynsalmi, Finland, on a playing field
purposely knee-deep in mud.
Deborah Lee Benagh, 44, filed a lawsuit
in July in Denver against Six Flags Blitch Gardens
amusement park for roller-coaster injuries .
Because her shoulder harness did not hold her
securely, she said, she repeatedly struck her head
during the ride and later suffered headaches and
nausea, as well as short- and long-term memory
loss. The name of the ride is "Mind Eraser."
Never Give Up John Paul Roby, 56, was convicted in Toronto in May of 35 counts of sex crimes
against minors, but not before a long and torturous
trial in which a mountain of evidence (including
testimony of 42 victim-witnesses) was produced
against him, which in most cases he simply
ignored while denying guilt. Highlights: a long
colloquy in which he denied that a thoroughly
authenticated photograph of him was really of
him; a flat denial that "I never masturbate, period";
and repeated assertions that he could never have
exposed himself in men's rooms (as witnesses
claim) because his bladder control makes urination
a rare event in his life.

,.,.. only na. . rou need!
OWN A BOllE + BOOM llATE PAYS YOUB llOBTGAGE!
The difference between a good agent and a great one is experience.
Please call me when your in the market for a real estate professional.

. WHXBENT?

STOP THROWING MONEY DOWN THE DRAIN!
REAL ESTATE IS A SQLID INVESTMENT!

~

,

lill

Sweet~of

success_.

Ifyou 're a college $/udent le>oking for the
ullimate in career flexibility, 1icket.Master.
the world's largest computerized ticketing
comp011)~ is theplace. As an energetic
representati~oe. you'll need terrific
cwlomer service and basic computer!
Windows 95 skills. In return we 'II take your
class schedule and create a work schedule that
workv for you!
On top of our sehedultng flexibility,
we offer~
• ParMime schedules
• Base Pay with Commissions and Incentives
•NO Quotas
• Inbound Calls Only
• Paid Training
• Exciting Entertainment·Environment
Put our ficxibilityand great worldwide
reputation to work for you by applying Jn person
- at the Landmark C.enter Building Two,
Monday • Friday, 9am ~ 5pm,
at 225 JL Robinson St., Suite 350,

For more information call our
Job line at 407·245-7013.

Update
Michael Robert Wyatt, now 38, made
News of the Weird in 1990 when he pushed a
woman to the ground in Little Rock, Ark., and·
began sucking her toes. After several such incidents, he was ordered into counseling and has
since stayed out of the news , getting married and
taking a job as a mechanic in West Plains, Mo.
However, in August 1999, Wyatt was arrested in
Fayetteville, Ark., for allegedly harassing several
women by telling them they would really look hot
if they amputated some of their toes. Some women
in West Plains reported similar incidents.

Least Competent Criminals
In Calgary, Alberta, in June, David
Thomas Poole, 49, was sent to jail for one year for
perjury committed while challenging a routine
traffic ticket. Poole submitted a photograph of the
intersection at which he was ticketed showing
there was no left-tum-only lane, as the ticket stated.
Actually, the left-tum lane had been
reconfigured recently, and though Poole swore
that he had taken the photo at the time of the incident in January, the judge was struck by the
scene's green grass and trees in full flower.
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O.
Box '18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Weird@compuserve.com.)

~niversicy Writing Center
''Because Writers Need Readers"
Free to UCF undergraduates!
We can help with anything you write:

•

•:• Any subject

•:• In or out of
class
•!• Any nage of the
writing process
For more information, call 823-2197 or visit our
website: http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc

•
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Sevendust
Home
From their habits, you'd think
that rock radio stations are desperate to
combat the rap influx into popular music.
In the late '80s, a rock band could sing
"Row, Row Your Boat" and get on the Top
40. Lately, the album-oriented ~tations will
throw anything on the airwaves, as long as
the single brings in requests.
Sevendust pulled the feat off last
year with the single "Black" off their selftitled debut CD. The racially-charged track
single-handedly made a name for the quintet. The band remained just that - a new
name with one song - despite a flurry of
controversy surrounding the track "Face."
The band's second CD, "Home,''
has been met with a mediocre response.
The first single, "Denial" is doing well on
the Rock charts, but the disc itself failed to
make the Top 100 chart in CD sales.
Regardless of whether or not the band has
struck the big time, their sophomore effort
exhibits the tight song writing and hard
rock punch that continually puts the band
on radio playlists.
The CD starts with the title track,
a jerky conglomerate of staccato guitars
and growling vocals. Lead singer Lajon
Witherspoon, drummer Morgan Rose and
guitarist Clint Lowery blend their vocals in

a rare display of harmony. The music,
however, resembles a new driver behind a
manual transmission. The constantly
switching cadences are uneven at best.
In contrast, the current single
"Denial'"s transitions are smooth throughout, making the track one of the best on the
album. Witherspoon's previous job in an
R&B outfit comes through on the chorus,
"Denial seems it had to come/Relied on
me to say it all/Denial has left you all
alone."
Sevendust's biggest strength
comes in Witherspoon's vocal versatility.
From the subtle to the extreme,
Witherspoon makes it look easy.
After "Denial," the disc runs into
a group of usual Sevendust tracks.
"Waffle,'' in particular, is average, despite
the addition of a pseudo-techno loop in the
background.
The end of the disc breaks the
group out of the rut they've been developing over the past years. "Licking Cream"
is the eye opener, with guest vocals from
Skin of Skunk Anansie-a perfect match
to Witherspoon's soulful aggression. Her
voice can match Witherspoon line for line,
soaring to highs in the chorus, yet reaching
the same depths of the Sevendust frontman. At the conclusion, Skin sings the
chorus above Witherspoon's rough-styled
refrain "Too Beautiful." The result is an
awe-inspiring blend that is nothing short ef
miraculous, especially considering the disc
is a hard rock album.
The next track, "Grasp,'' merely
drives home the point illustrated in
"Licking Cream." Sevendust is much better when they take their foot off the gas
pedal every now and then. The slower
tempo suits the band well. They don't sacrifice their extreme sound in the process,

and the flow of the tracks with a slower records.
Puff Daddy's latest release
tempo is much easier on the ears.
A second guest vocalist comes on Forever does everything it can to prove
the final track of the CD, in "Bender," fea- that Puff Diddy just can't come with it.
turing Chino Moreno of the Deftones. Puffy knows he should stick ·to making
Moreno does his usual screeching, but his beats instead of stepping to the mic. Every
contribution practically goes unnoticed. In track but the interludes and "What You
fact, if it weren't for the liner notes denot- Want" feature another artist to show that
ing which singer sings which words, it some decent lyrics can be dropped over his
would be nearly impossible to tell the qif- beats.
By now everyone has either heard
ference between Witherspoon's and
of the track "P.E. 2000" or seen the video.
Moreno's voices.
"Horne" resembles Sevendust's This track is one of the worst on the album
debut in many ways, but finds the group and the video is even worse, Puff Daddy's
expanding sounds in several areas. The ' dancing skills can be compared to his lyrislower sounds are a 'marked improvement cal skills, they are both horrible.
on the generic sounding first half of_ the
Hurricane G makes the song even
disc. Hopefully, Sevendust will experi- worse with her irritating voice and her
ment more in the future, before rock radio repetitive blabbing. Puff is the public
finds another hot one-track band to · take enemy and should be arrested for impersonating a rapper.
their place in the rotations.
The best track on Puffy's first
'._BRIAN HALUSKA album No Way Out is "Is This The End".
It features Tw1sta, who is known for his
rapid fire on beat-off beat delivery of
lyrics. Puff tries to capitalize on this with a
track on the new album called "Is This The
End (Part Two)".
Nonetheless Puff Daddy can't
even capitalize on guest appearances by
Jay-Z, Busta Rhymes, Redman, Bizzy
Bone, and Nas.
All in all this album ·proves that
Fluff -Uaddy should continue making
tracks for other people and get off the mic.
Forever
Puff Daddy just can not rap at all.
This album doesn't work, but it
No matter how much or how hard will sell a lot of copies regardless.
After all the Will Smith commerhe tries, Puff Daddy just can not rap.
By now you think he would have cial rap audience will most likely be
given up on his pursuit, but apparently he around, forever.
is going to keep trying, forever. Or as long
-ROCKY TAYLOR
as the hip-hop crowd keeps buying his

Puff Daddy
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FoRSALE
\1obile Home for Sale - Rent-to-own.
2 bedroom/I bath with all appliances,
washer/dryer, freezer. UCF area. Owner will
finance. $10,000 or best offer.
Cassandra Brown (352) 357-8842.
For Sale - Close to UCF. 2/2 Mobile home in
gated, golf community. Pools, tennis;etc.
Motivated seller. Why pay rent? Call 2081916 or 275-6690.
Furniture for Sale - 7-foot couch, neutral colors. like new. $175; full sleeper sofa, new
slipcover, $ J00: This End Up coffee table,
$75. Call 359-7493.

I - 92 Mazda Protege. Excellent condition.
Black 4-door. 5-speed. Runs perfectly. $4.000
OBO. (407)282-5548.
Pentium 11 400 mhz, 64 mb ram, 8 mb AGP
video, 56k modem, Surround Sound, Spiers,
mic, 44x cd-rom. 15" monitor, brand new, in
box, warranty. $749. Call Chris 312-0840.

FoRRENT
For Rent - 2 bedroom/2 bath 1,000 square
foot. Clean, walk to UCF. $535/month. Free
washer/dryer. $500 security, $25 credit. Call
249-3845 or cell 484-9830.
Efficiency $350.00/month. $100.00 security
deposit. Furnished, all utilities, local telephone. cable included. Minutes from UCF.
No pets. Call 366-2545.
Room for rent on I 0 acre Horse Farm or will
exchange room for help with horses and
house cleaning. Ask for Frank 365-9866.

HELP WANTED
Be A Marketing Representative - Versity.com,
an on-line academic resource center. is seeking Campus Marketing Representatives.
Responsibilities include advertising, marketing and market research. Valuable experience,
resume builder.
$8-$10/hr. Apply@
www.versity.com
We are looking for 2 motivated students who
are i~terested in owning their own web-based
business. We will provide startup for right
people. Details, e-mail: tedge@bellsouth.net.
Part-time Nanny, Babysitter M-F afternoons
3-6, 1-6 Wednesdays, some flexibility. nonsmoker. safe driver with car. Experienced references req'd: downtown Orlando
898-5865.
Mothers Helper - Flex hours.
Maitland/Winter Park. Childcare - I child.
Light cooking, homework, errands, occasional weekends. Valid Florida driver's license,
references. (407) 629-0114.

7

I

/

Marketing Rep-On Call.
Film Advertising .
Place movie posters in stores.
Need car/camera.
$9-11/hr + .21/mile.
852-6250.

(800)

PIT office telephone work. Flexible ho m PM preferred. Near campus. No experience
necessary. Call Rich at 661-1992.

Calling All Musicians!
If you would like to use your instrumental
talents in an orchestra and/or band call Heath
at 644-5060

Servers, hosts and dishwashers needed for
Chinese restaurant. 2 locations. Apply in person at Dragon Coun. Comer of Alafaya and
McCulloch in University Palms (Publix)
Shopping Center.
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200.
Now seeking students to work on campus.
Up to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Greeks earn $450-800 with easy 3-hour
fundraiser evem. No sales. Limited availability so call today! Leave your name and phone
number for Robert @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 305.
Valet Parking - Hotel Parking Management is
now hiring for the busy season. Apply now,
we have positions available in the Disney.
downtown and Maitland areas. Make $9-$12
per hour to start. Must be friendly, outgoing
and clean cut. Call
382-3482 Mon-Fri 10 am- 4 pm.
PT Typist - $480/week!
Type our mailing lists ... We pay $2.00/name
& health benefits (770) 492-2977.
Customer Service Reps - Sears Logistics
Services, Inc. is hiring delivery consultants.
No selling. Starts at $6.:SO/hour and can earn
$7.00/hour after 90 days. PT 20-35 hours per
week, flexible sched1,1le Sun-Sat. Tuition
9
reimbursement. Apply in person Tues-fri
am-4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd, Winter Park, or
call (407) 677-2018. Dept SLS. HR
EOE/AA.
SOCJAL, NON-CONFORMJST. WITTY,
EASY-GOING. CREATIVE. Sound like you?
Be the next Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on campus. [t just might be
theg greatest job you'll ever have. For more
information on Red Bull, check out www.redbull.com Then send your resume to Pamela
Sachez: Fax#
407-2970220. E-mail: DRLJS@aol.com

Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible schedule P/t or F{f. Call 699-1992.

SERVICES
Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency available to assist with
debt consolidation program.
- 'Srop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one.payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x I.
Parties, Hay Rides, Bon Fires. Horse Rentals.
Two locations. Oviedo Area/SI. Johns River.
Boating also available. Discount for students.
365-9866 or 365-9815.

ROOMMATES
M(F wanted to share 3 bedroom house less

than 5 minutes from campus. Own Bath,
place in garage. $350/mo, all utilities/cable
included. Call Brian at 971-9602.
Sub-leaser wanted for College Park
Community-May 10 -August 10, 1999.
Excellent location. All utilities included.
Pool, tennis, etc. $355.00 per month or
$1,000.00 up-front for 3 months. Call Shawn
at (407) 926-,475
M/F Non-smoker wanted to share 4/3 townhouse 15 minutes from campus near Howell
Branch and Aloma. Own Bath, W/D.
Dishwasher, etc. $260/mo: $100 deposit: split
utilities. Call 679-9494.
Male roommate wanted to share a 3 bedroom
house 10 minutes from UCF. W/D,
$300/month, utilities included. Contact Doug
679-8291.

CLUBS

Ladies! Earn $100 to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies
and Backstage. Weru· beautiful dresses and
work with style while you earn $25 to $50
per hour! Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am. Parttime is Friday and Sarurday. Fulltime is
Wednesday - Saturday. Nights go by fast, top
salary. quality people! Must be 19, own a car
and have a great personality. Join our team!
Call Tracey at 521-8003 or Renee at
977-0449.

The Big House
7:30 Fridays Student Union Cape Florida 316

Help Wamed - Valet Parking Attendants
needed. Clean driving record and the ability
to work under strenuous physical conditions
·are a must. Many locations. $7 .00 to $12.00
an hour. 25 positions must be filled immediately. Apply in personal at the Marriott
Dowmown located next to the arena or the
Omni Rosen on International Drive.

Start your. own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau is
looking for men to start a new chapter. If you
are interested in academic success, a chance
to network and an opportunity to make
friends in a non-pledging brotherhood, email: zbt@abtnational.org or call John
Stemen at 317-334-1898.

$$GET PAID WHILE GOING TO CLASS$$
Versity.com, an Internet notetaking company
is looking for students to be _Class Research
Coordinators. Earn wheile you learn. $7 .5014/hr. Apply@ www.versity.com.
Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would
like you to volunteer. Positions available in
PT & OT, Transitional Care, Radiology &
other departments. lf interested call,
649-6222.

A Campus Cmsade for Christ Meeting.
E-mail: crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
UCF Butokukan Club, Now in our 14th
year! Art. Sport and Self-Defense'! 1 Co-Ed
beginners classes now forming. No experience necessary! Classes are T & Th 8-10 pm
in the Ed Bldg's multipurpose room (MPR),
Call Chris at 497-1151 for more infom1ation.

MISC.
Seeking handsome, healthy, intelligent men
between the ages of 20-35 to participate in a
paid anonymous sperm donor program.Must
live in the Orlando area and be willing to
sign a one year contract. For more information regarding this program, please contact
(407)834-8333 between 9 am & 4 pm.
SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY!!

V~terinary

Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop. Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! Free details.
Send a# 10 SASE to:
S & J Marketing, 10I51 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817
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Technician & Receptionist needed
for Veterinary clinic in Oviedo.
Call 366-7323.

Part -time Bookkeeper needed for Veterinary
clinic in Oviedo. Call 366-7323.

8
Make your
Professors proud 0
With Convergys Corporation, customer
Management Group, you'll receive modern training,
advancement opportunities and all the necessary
toolsJor building a succesifu!Juture. As a leading
provider ef outsourced billing and customer
management solutions, we represent some ef the
world's leading companies in computer hardware,
consumer goods and a variety ef other industries.

0.

AMERICAN SOOETY OF
PLASTJCAND RECONSTRUCTIVE
SURGEONS. INC.

*Board Certified *Financing Available

I

Provide tech support on behajf ef a leading PC manefacturer.
Put your talent to work for you and discover the following benefits:

• 401(k)

Dr. Thomas ·P. Trevisani
629-4100

r

Techn1.ca.l Support Reps
• Part-time and Full-time -- afternoon/evening and weekend
schedules available
• Tuition reimbursement
• Paid certification testing for eligible employees
• Technical training for those with strong
communication/interpersonal skills interested in tech support.
• Competitive benefits packages (for 30+ hrs/wk)
Shift differential (for nights and weekends)
• Business casual environment
• Paid vacation

/

<

Whether you're a perspective graduate or an
underclassman. sign upJor a career at Convergys.' To
become a valued member qf our growing company,
call our Career Line at: (407) 667-5100. Walk-ins are
accepted Monday - Thursday, !Oam - 4pm only at 230!
Maitland Center Pkwy, Bldg. 200, 4th Floor South,
Maitland, Fl 32751. FAX: (407) 667-5024.
E-mail to: tssrecruiter@convergys.com

>

(

~

0
0
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CONVERGYS"
••••
•

Drug-Free/Smoke-Free WorkplaCI!. EOE M/F/ON

<
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"I want a wireless phone, not a contract. If I wanted
a contract, I'd play baseball or something. That way
I'd be getting paid:'

.1

)

It's about time somebody cleared things up around here.

The Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan
Free long distance. Clear nationwide calling. No long-term contracts.
Sprint PCS built the only all-digital, all-PCS nationwide network from the ground up, serving more than 280 major metropolitan
areas. And now, with the Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan, you get free long distance from anywhere you call on our network.
• Get 120 minutes, good for both local and long-distance calling, for just $29.99 a month.
• No annual contracts required and First Incoming Minute Free for worry-free calling.
• Includes features like Voicemail and Caller ID that work the same way wherever you go on our network.
So hear the difference today.
~

The clear alternative to ·cellular.SM
To find out more or to order your phone with free delivery, call

Sprint PCS Centers:

Promenade at Florida Mall
(Corner of Sand Lake Rd.
and Summer Day Ln., one
block east of South O.B.T.)
Orlando, FL

Herndon Village Shoppes
(Next to Pier 1)
5024 East Colonial
Orlando, FL

Available at:

BOA1ER• S WORW

:tfartne Centers

t:ELLULJ\I\
WAREHOUSE

A

m:rn1r

Sprint PCS®

1-888-717-8210, visit www.sprintpcs.com/college or stop by one of the locations below:

Sprint Communications Store:
Brantley Square
924 West State Rd. 436, Suite 1420
(Corner of 434 and 436, between Winn
Dixie and Jo Ann Fabrics)
Altamonte Springs, FL

American Business
Technologies, Inc.
(407) 294-7081
Beepers and Computers
(407) 658-4173
Digitz Plus
(407) 895-4610
Direct Page, Inc.
(407) 859-1100

First Class Paging . . _
and Wireless
(407) 348-5400
(407) 888-2700
(407) 438-8990
MayComm
Communications .
(904) 767-7763

Wmn Dixie Plaza
1359 Vine Sr.
Kissimmee, FL

®

The Sprint Store At

RadioShack.

69 convenient locacions

Orlando Electronics
{407) 895-3703
Port-A-Phone Paging, Inc.
(407) 644-3300
(407) 847-3300
The Power Store
(407) 518-1994

RD, Inc. dba: Wireless Works
(407) 876-4692
Satellite Wireless Home Security
Warehouse Company
(407) 265-1588
Te!Net of Orlando, Inc.
(407) 294-1234
(407) 814-9605
TRS Wireless, Inc.
(407) 423-8563

wants
A complete statemenc of the cerms and resrrictions of the Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan is available in the Sprinc PCS Clear and Simple Facts Guide. The Sprinr PCS Free & Clear Plan may be combined with Sprinc residential long-discance
promotions and may nor be used in conjunction with certain other promotions, discounts and contests. The Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan cannot be combined wie-h the Off-Peak/Weekend oprion or Prepaid plans. Overage races are $0.35 per
minute for the $29.99 plan. Included minutes and calling rimes in scandard service plans may vary by market. Included minutes are not good for calls made while roaming off the Sprint PCS nationwide network, whether local or long
distance. These local roaming calls are charged at $0.69 per minute or $0.39 per minute, depending on specific local-market offers. Long-distance calls made while roaming off rhe Sprint PCS Network will be charged at an addirional $0.25 per
minute. Sprint PCS business plans may vary; please see a business representative. Availability of rhe Sprint P_CS Free & Clear Plan is subject to credit approval. Benefits of the Sprint PCS Free & Clear Plan concinue as long as you are a customer on that
plan. ©1999 Sprint Spectrum LP. All rights reserved. Sprinc, Sprint PCS and the diamond logo are registered ttademarks of Sprint Communicarions Company LP., used under license. Sprint PCS Phone is a trademark of Sprint Communications Company LP.

.,..
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WOMENS SOCCER NOTEBOOK

Reigning champion Gators teach Knights lesson
A Valuable Experience
On Sunday, August 29, the
UCF Women's Soccer team traveled to Gainesville to take on the
defending national champion
Florida Gators. It was only the
Knights' second game of the season, and they were beaten handily by the Lady Gators, 5-0.
Despite the loss, however, the
experience was a good one for
the team, says head coach
Amanda Cromwell.
"It was a very valuable experience. We tape_d the game and I
watched the game the day after
and took two pages of notes,"
said Cromwell. "That game
being early in the season hurt us
in a way as far as the result, but it
helped us in a way too, just to see
where we are, and what we need
to work on, and a welcome to big
time soccer."
Closing the gap between
UCF and the top tier teams will
be the task of Cromwell during
her coaching tenure, a task that is
helped by this year's recruiting
class of eight freshman.
"We still need a couple more
big time recruits to come in here
and raise it to that kind of a level
of play," she said. "We have
some great freshman talent this

year and upper class veterans. I
think they need to have that daily
practice and that physical play.
Florida didn't so much beat us
with their skill as they did with
their desire and their work rate
and their passion. Those are
things we need to have everyday
in practice, and I think sometimes
the girls don't push each other
hard enough, they don't go and
tackle hard enough."
The Golden Knights will
need to step up their level of play
continuously as the season progresses and they begin playing
their TAAC schedule and a number of other tough opponents,
including Purdue, Miami, and
Florida International.

Knights Host Labor Day
Weekend Tournament
Last weekend, the UCF
Soccer Field took advantage of
its new lights and hosted- the
Hunington Banks(UCF Reebok
Soccer Classic. UCF, along with
Stetson University, Northern
Illinois, and Florida International
played two games apiece, beginning with Florida International
defeating Northern Illinois on
Saturday afternoon.
Followi~g that game, the

Knights took the field against
conference opponent Stetson, and
bounced back from the loss to
Florida with a 2-0 nothing victory over the Hatters. Freshman
Amanda King scored a goal and
assisted on fellow classmate
Brooke Asby's first goal of the
season. Sophomore Michelle
Anderson assisted on King's
goal.
"The midfield was working
really strong for us," King said.
"Fortunately they got the ball to
Michelle who put a perfect pass
to me and I just did wha~ I had to
do to get the ball in."
Coach
Cromwell
was
pleased with her team's physical
play. "Tonight was more physical than we've seen in the past
games," she said. "The second
half we were just lucky to have
people really making an effort to
get those runs in the box."
The win improved the host
Knights record to7- 1 on the season, heading into Monday's game
with Northern Illinois.
Despite all that goes on,
however, coach Cromwell didn't
see hosting a tournament isn't a
distraction for the team.
"It's just a little more logistic
stuff for the coaches to deal with,
making sure the other teams and

players are taken care of is not a
distraction. It's kind of fun for
(the players)," Cromwell said.
The Knights continue the
tournament circuit this weekend,
as they travel to West Lafayette,
Indiana to take on the Purdue
Boilermakers as well as Wright
State University in Purdue's
annual tournament.
"It's good to play teams that
are going to challenge us. I'd
much rather play challenging
teams than go out and beat a team
8-0," said Cromwell. "The girls
will learn to battle for these tough
games. Some we may lose, but
some we will pull out and we will
win, and they '11 remember what
they did in the tough games, and
when it comes to (TAAC) tournament time, we'll be able to rise to
the challenge."

Freshman. Update
The Knight's "Elite Eight"
recruiting class has made an
immediate impact on the team
this year, with some already earning a spot in the starting lineup.
Amanda King leads the team in
total points scored, and she is
closely followed by Sara
McDonald.
"I think have two potential

forwards that can be starting,
Nicole Cieslak and Amanda
King," said Coach Cromwell.
"In the back I have Sara
MacDonald who can play outside
back or midfield and the other
defender is Jackie VanLooven. I
have four freshman that right
now are looking to if not start, be
first off the bench."
. The goalkeeper position is
sophomore Maria Banuls' to l.ose,
as none of the freshman goalies
have been able to win the job
from her. Banuls earned the
shutout against Stetson and made
16 saves against high powered
Florida.
"I've had solid play from all
my keepers," said Cromwell.
"(Maria) had a great game
against Florida.-The defense didn't really help her out much in
that game as far as pressure on
the shots, and (UF) was just bombarding her.
"But she rose to the o~ca
sion. Jessica Coleman is right on
her heels. She could definitely be
a starter. It's a matter of having
Maria showing more leadership
and more communication. Jessica
needs to show me something
extra to get in that spot. "

- David Marsters

•
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Eye exams and contact lenses provided by independent
doctors of optometry located at:

SAME DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES.
WE'LL MATCH ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICES!
ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS

OVIEDO
MARKETPLACE

834-9727

366-2240

DR. LARSON
600 E. BOSTON AVE. a
CORNER HWY. 436

DR.SANZO

FASHION SQUARE
MALL

FLORIDA MALL

894-1559

DR. NGUYEN
8001 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM
TRAIL
NEAR ADAMS MARK HOTEL

DR. GARONE
3461 E COLONIAL DRIVE

438-2974

,
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UCF Qpens season with pair of wins
UCF opens season with
pair of wins
Coach Bob Winch and his
players were not happy with how
the team played this weekend,
but they couldn't argue with the
final results. UCF defeated Long
Island 4-1 and Georgia Southern
7-1 in the UCF Soccer Classic.
"We got a lot of goals, but
we didn't play near as well as we
should have," senior forward Ari
Nurmi said. "We have a lot of
room to improve, but two wins
are a good start."
Winch was happy with the
weekend overall, however, he
knows his team made some mistakes that needs to be corrected.
"It was good and we did
some good things. As the season
goes on, we '11 look back at this
weekend and try some different
things because LIU and Georgia
Southern were two contrasting
styles of teams," Winch said.
"But we gave a bad goal away
against LIU, and we did it again
against Georgia Southern."
The Knights played pressure
defense that opened up the field
for the offense to break out. It
was evident with a four-goal

stretch in less than eight minutes
against Georgia Southern in the
·
second half.
Also, UCF combined to outshoot both opponents 40-19 in
the two games, and it put away
easy scoring chances when they
came along. But Winch knows
that this is just the beginning of a
long season that takes place over
a short period of time.
UCF now has two weeks
until its next game on September
18, but it then plays six games
over the next 12 games all on the
road.
The trip includes tourna.ments
in
Michigan
and
Wisconsin and a trip to South
Florida.
"We were supposed to -be in
FIU's tournament, but they
dropped us because UCLA decided to come east," Winch said.
"That threw us because we couldn't get a game for this weekend.
But after these two weeks, all
we're gonna be doing is playing."

Ritvanen starts season in
typical fashion
Senior forward Heikki
Ritvanen was cleared by doctors

in time to play in the season
opener Frida~ night against Long
Island.
He didn't start, but he came
in 15 minutes into the game.
The school's all-time leading
scorer not only scored, he recorded his 16th career game-winning
goal.
"It was fun to play, but after
sitting out for a month and missing the preseason I feel like I'm
out of shape," Ritvanen said.
As with any player returning
from an injury, it always takes
until after the first hit to maybe
relieve some nervousness and
fear of aggravating the injury
again.
"A couple times someone
grabbed it and pulled on it a little
bit, and it hurt," Ritvanen said.
"I was a little scared, but
then I started thinking about
when I talked to the trainer and
he said, eit would be the same
thing if an injury happened now
or in six months.' I was trying to
test it."
He scored two more goals
against Georgia Southern and
recorded an assist.
He now has 74 career goals
and 157 points in only 53 games.

Nurmi comes to play
With the status of Ritvanen
unknown, Ari Nurmi stepped up
as the scoring leader over the
weekend even though Ritvanen
returned from his injury. Nurmi
tallied two goals against LIU
Friday and recorded a hat trick
Sunday
against
Georgia
Southern.
"I didn't think he (Ritvanen)
was playing this first weekend at
all," Nurmi said. "It's the same
thing as last year where I'm
behind Heikki because he's the
number one. But when he's not
playing we all need to step up a
little bit."
Nurmi scored 17 goals last
season, second behind Ritvanen.
He now has an early 5-3 lead in
the scoring race between the two
seniors.
"I just got lucky," Nurmi
said of his five goals. "The last
two were pretty easy because I
just had to take my time.
The goals that I had this
weekend were just basic goals."

Freshman pair make
early impact
Midfielders Ornulf Olsen

Plan to attend UCF's
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www.crc.ucf.edu
..,,.

for a list of participating employers
s~~:

iiOCF

CAREER
RESOURCE

CENTER

and Jorgen Midttveit each started
the two games this weekend.
Midttveit recorded a goal in
the second game, and Winch was
happy with their performance.
"Olson is a very good player.
He's smart and he reads the game
well," Winch said.
"Jorgen has a very good left
foot, and he's a tireless worker
and d~fends well. I think they'll
help us out as the season goes
along. The speed of play and the
physicalness is the hardest thing
for them to adapt to."

Bumps and bruises
Senior
forward
Arno
Nurmisto is battling a so ·e
achilles that forced him to lea' e
the game against Georg' a
Southern early in the first half of
the game.
Winch plans to leave him 0ut
of practice this week.
"Arno's a fierce competit ·,
so if I just have to play him 1
games this year then that will 1 e
fine because he's so fit," Win "1
said. "He was just in so mth l
pain Sunday."
- Travis Bell
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VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK

Fitzgerald wins first in second match
First year volleyball Coach
Meg Fitzgerald had to wait until
the second game of Saturday's
UCF Kick-Off Classic to get her
first win as UCF's coach. The
Knights finished the tournament
1-3, but showed improvement
throughout the tournament.
The Knights played dismally
in the first game of the tournament against McNeese State.
UCF lost the match 3-0, (15-10,
14-9, 15-7) and did not get into
the groove early enough,
Fitzgerald said.
"We didn't take care of the
ball and we were too nervous and
tentative in all three games ,"
Fitzgerald said. "It wasn't the
arena, because it's a great place
to play. It's as good as I've been
told."

leading both teams in assists.
"[MSU
setter
Lisa
Lombardo] did a great job of setting the flow for them,"
Fitzgerald said. "But [Sandala]
did a good job for us, too. A lot of
the younger players seemed nervous, but I don't think she was
the most nervous one out there
for us."

Fitzgerald did get her first
win later in the day as the
Knights beat NCAA Tournament
participant Coastal Carolina.
UCF defeated CCU in three
games (15-5, 15-9, 18-16), as
Michelle Sobczak paced the way
with 17 kills and 19 digs.

New setter in town
Freshman Becca Sandala has
big shoes to fill as UCF's new
setter. Sandala, from White Lake,
Mich., totaled more than 1,100
assists as a prep player and is off
to a good start with the Knights.
In the opening game of the
Kick-Off Classic, Sandala led
UCF with 29 assists. She was
only eight passes away from

-

Middle blocker by committee?
Fitzgerald said she didn't
know who would start UCF's
first game in preseason discussions. She planned to only play
the hot hand each game and see
where it takes the Knights.
Following last weekend's tourna-

---

ment, there should be good competition at the MB position.
Sophomores Piper Morgan
and Shelly Driggers saw most of
the time at the tournament and
each succeeded in their role.
Morgan, who has received extensive coaching on improving her
footwork, showed progress at the
Classic. She had a 16-kill performance against CCU and posted
10 kills against East Tennessee
State on Saturday.
· Driggers has also improved
from last season and was tenacious around the net. She finished
with 12 kills against MSU and
helped the Knights stage a comeback in the first game of the
match against MSU.

~

!positiOns
.~:~with , .the.

•

-Jeff Case

-------~--

----
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Tailgate with Tiiuana Flats Before, During and After the Game

fl

Enioy $1.25 Coronas
.J) Watch the College Games on Our TY System
fl Soak in the Sun on Our Patio

..

7608 University Blvd.
Winter Park

673-2456
Visit One of Our Other Locations:
,, .

Tii~ana

444 S. Hunt Club Blvd.

3005 W. Lake Mary Blvd.

Apopka

Lake Mary

774-0402

328-0907

Flats Owned by a UCF Grad, Run by UCF Students, Enioyed by ALLI
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UCF Fans hyped for landmark trip into "The Swamp"
UCF alumni and fans look forward to tangling with
University of Florida ~his weekend
After watching UCF get hammered in its
opener, 47-13, Golden Knight fans look to
see if their program can regain some pride
and put up a fight against one of

going on in Orlando.
Chris Ewing, a UCF junior, seemed to
think that a solid showing by the Knights
against such a solid program will

~::0~~~!;rth~7;,:·:~.~: ~: :.i•...... ' ~:e ~~~:~~10~o: :~g~;~~~~.on

weekend.

~" '" .

.

·•

.

;,; ,_ "Hopefully

we

will

go

of
into

Gain ~::~~~ a;::~:~:d:~: ~y_E_rl!_~JlasOn ~~:es;~~~l::isey::e:it~n~ ~~~:
1

Hill Griffin Stadium, and it
showing," Ewing said.
"There is no room this week for anypromises to be one to remember, if for no
other reason than it being the first time the thing less than a hundred percent from every
two state schools hook up.
Knight who walks on the field.
This game is especially
UF has the talent to exploit and
emotional for some UCF
capitalize on any weaknesses
students who decided to There is no room
that may become apparent."
study at an up and coming
UCF fan Grant Gebhart saw
this week for any- some potential the Purdue
university and by pass the
game and believes that fine
established tradition of UF. thing less than a
tuning some mistakes this
UCF
JUmor
Jim
Darlington has strong feel- hundred percent... week during practice may
ings toward the UCF-UF
prove to make the Knights contenders in the UF game.
because of his decision to UF has the talent
attend the UCF.
"The Purdue game shows that
"I choose to attend UCF to exploit and
improvements need to be made
on all sides of the ball. The talover UF because I wanted to capitalize on any
be apart the tradition and
ent is there, but the fundamentals need to be in tune in order
history of the school,' weaknesses that
for this talent to be utilized."
Darhngton said.
"UCF is new and grow- may become
It seems that Gator fans up in
Gainesville are even excited to
ing so fast and this is the
apparent.
see a new state team to complitime that people will talk
ment the other powerhouse
about in 20 or 30 years when
they discuss how great this
- Chris Ewing programs of the state.
school is. UF is old and the
UF Junior Tony Petrisko has
people there are just living _ _ _ _ _ _u_c_F_1_·u_n_io_r followed the UCF program for

''

on the tradition from the
past."
For many UCF fans, this week is about
representing the school and having-a good
time.
UCF senior Eric Watson relayed his
feelings about the Florida game, "It is going
to take something special from the Knights to
take the Gators, but I think that this game is
the perfect opportunity for UCF fans to get
crazy and show the rest of the state what is

ir.

a few years with some friends
attending UCF. He understands that UCF is
a team on the rise and looks to have some fun
with the Knight fans this Saturday.
· "I think that they (UCF) have to do a lot
of rebuilding but hopefully they'll make next
week's game worth seeing. And who knows,
this could be the beginning of a new Florida
rivalry."
A Knight-Gator rivalry, now wouldn't
that be fun.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTl'RE

Gator quarterback Doug Johnson is no longer being platooned with Jesse Palmer by Coach
Steve Spurrier and has emerged as a Heisman Trophy candidate. He is the second of four
Heisman candidates UCF will play in the month of September.

\iiucF

· :fi!u1
,!OU onSuntlays at''.,

_ J0:0(J auli4t;Eirst ,- ·

dlnstian,dturcli,oe
t

Winter Park. , ""

CaUJim Book at ~44~506()
'.:(::··.

Need 10 responsible UCF students for part-time work in
university phonathon. Start work on Aug. 30th.
•.Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour)
• Student friendly hours (9 - 18 hours per week)
Sunday 1 - 4 pm
Evenings 6 - 9: 15 pm Sunday -Thursday
. • Close to campus (Research Park)

For More Information Call 249-4740
Ask for Matt Hodge

.

-

EARN UP TO $1000
By Posting
Your Lecture Notes
0 n Ii n e

408 727-5127 or
Contact:

jobs@study247.com
www.study24-7.com
revolutionizing
the way students
study on the web
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
I

Ridiculous events spoil UCF season debut
From the Ridiculous to
the Sublime
In arguably the biggest
home football game that UCF
has ever played, Purdue left the
Citrus Bowl and a record crowd
stunned with a 47-13 victory
over the Golden Knights.
As the score might imply,
not a whole lot went right for the
Knights, but the score couldn't
possibly explain the absurdity of
the game's miscues.
The game started out ori a
high note for UCF, with quarterback Victor Penn connecting
with wide receiver Kenny Clark
for a 26 yard touchdown pass on
the game's first drive. And then
the fun began.
On the extra point attempt,
long snapper Mike Hedge
launched the snap over Penn's
head, who doubles as the team's
holder.
Penn ran to the ball and fell
on it to prevent any further damage, but a nasty trend had
alr~ady begun.
On the next UCF possession, special teams play hurt
them again. After recovering a
fumble in Purdue territory, kicker Javier Beorlegui missed a 40
yard field goal that would have
put the Knights up 9-0.
UCF's bad luck continued
on their next drive, when Hedge
again made a bad snap.
This time, however, it
proved to be even more co~tly.
Beorlegui was set to punt
from just outside his own end
zone, but never got the ball as
the snap sailed over his head and
out the back of the end zone, giving the Boilermakers a safety
and their first two points of the
game. Following that were four
interceptions, a lost fumble and
another bad snap that led to a
blocked punt.
"If you turn the ball over
and have ~eking .game mistakes,
its going to kill you," said UCF
Coach Mike Kruczek.
The Knights finished the
game with five turnovers, in
comparison to only two for
Purdue.
"We've got to eliminate all
the turnovers," said receiver
Kenny Clark. "If you eliminate
all those turnovers, it's a totally
different game."
Victor Penn echoed those
sentiments.
"Too many
turnovers, period. You can't win
football games with turnovers."
Even what seemed to be a
great play the Knights couldn't
reverse their fortunes. After a
great effort by the UCF defense
that kept Purdue out of the end
zone at the beginning of the second half, the Boilermakers
attempted a field goal. Knight
safety Damian Demps made a
tremendous play to block the
kick, sending the crowd into a
premature frenzy. The ball was
recovered by Purdue kicker
Travis Dorsch, who lofted a pass

to tight end Chris Randolph who
trotted untouched into the end
zone.
What may have been one of
the strangest plays in college
football history turned out to be
the proverbial straw that broke
the camel's back in this game.
UCF never seemed to be
able to recover from that play as
Purdue went on to score 31 more
unanswered points until the
Knights could stop the bleeding
with a touchdown late in the
game.
"I've never seen that
before ... that hurts," said (kicker)Beorlegui. "Stupid plays like
that... when you 're trying to
com{(back - it makes it rough."
Beorlegui also stood by
Mike Hedge, despite his snapping woes.
·"Hedge is an excellent snapper. It was his first game and he
was a little excited and snapped
it too much," he said. "You've
just got to trust your holder and
snapper and I do."
Senior
wide
receiver
Charles Lee summed the game
up with the understatement of
the season: "The ball just really
didn't bounce our way tonight."

Penn showed the ability to move
the Knights offense. On the first
drive of the game, he led the
Knights on an 11-play, 83-yard
drive that he capped off with a 26
yard touchdown pass to Clark.
For the game, Penn completed 24
of his 45 pass attempts for 250
yards. He also showed good
mobility, picking up 54 yards
rushing without lost yardage from
sacks being subtracted.
"I thought he played good,''
said wide receiver Tyson
Hinshaw.
"He had a lot of pressure on
him for a long time ... a couple of
balls didn't bounce his ·way
tonight, and that hurt us, but I
think the whole team is behind
him."
"(Victor Penn) did a lot of
great things out there tonight,''
said Lee. "He's only been liere
two months, he's picked up (the
offense) well ... he made a lot of
great reads ·and a lot of great passes, unfortunately things happened
the way they did."
Another player that made his
Golden Knight debut was junior
transfer running back Terrance
Williams. I{e did not start, but
led the Knights in carries (11) and
rushing yards (38).

The UCF · running game
showed that it can be productive,
outgammg Purdue's rushing
attack 121-81.
Sophomore Omari Howard,
who scored on a 2 yard touchdown run late in the game, contributed 30 yards on 7 carries for
the Knights, while junior Eddie
Mack added 31 yards on 9 carries.

Give that fan a contract
With about five minutes left
in the game, a pair of fans decided that the players of UCF and
Purdue shouldn't be the only people allowed to take the field of the
Citrus Bowl.
During a play, what looked to
be a father and son ran out onto
the middle of the field.
The game actually continued
for another play until Event
Security noticed what was happening, and then the chase was
on.
What happened next was a
scene worthy of any collection of
sports bloopers.
The father managed to evade
Security and Orlando Police for a
short time, drawing . applause
from the crowd. The son, however, put on a show.

He ducked and weaved like
Barry Sanders, running the length
of the field and avoiding the
grasps of his pursuers for well
over a minute, even receiving
high fives from some of the players as he came near them.
The crowd stood to its feet,
cheering for the boy and hoping
to see him avoid capture.
Eventually he was corralled,
and both father and son were
escorted off the field in handcuffs.
"They could be charged with
a criminal offense,'' said an
Orlando Policeman who asked
that his name not be printed. "I
understand they might even be
spending some time in jail.
(They) might even have been
given a trespass warning, which
means he wouldn't be able to
come back in the stadium for a
year, so if (they) are UCF fans,
(they) just ruined (their) chances
of coming back for a year."
So while running out onto the
field is not a recommended activity, it definitely was the most
exciting event of the evening for
Knight fans and probably will be
remembered by those who saw it
for a long time.

-DAVID MARSTERS

Bright Spots
Entering this year's game
against Purdue, Charles Lee was
on a mission to erase the memories of a dropped pass in the end
zone in last year's loss to the
Boilermakers.
And while the Knights once
again were beaten by Purdue,
Lee proved to be a big time player for the team.
From the opening drive, the
senior wide recejver made play
after play to keep a srruggling
offense going.
He finished the game with 7
catches for 80 yards, leading the
Knights talented receiving corp.
More importantly, though~
Lee made catches when they
mattered.
Five of his seven catches
resulted in first downs for the
Knights, and each of those
resulted in a gain of ten yards or
more.
"I had to put last year's
game behind me because I really
couldn't do anything to change
the past,'' said Lee. "I just wanted to come out today and have a
good outing."
Along with Lee, the other
members of the UCF receiving
corp also played well.
Kenny Clark had five catches for 58 yards and one touchdown, while Tavirus Davis also
caught five balls for 36 yards.
Tyson Hinshaw came through
for 63 yards on four catches.
Throwing the ball to Lee
and Company was junior quarterback Victor Penn, who played
his first game as a Golden
Knight against Purdue.
Despite throwing four interceptions and losing a fumble,

Wednesday, September 8
6:00 pm

UCF Football Review with
Mike Kruczek

Friday, September 1 O
7:00 pm

Dodge Florida High School
Champions Series: Plant
City Raiders vs. Lakeland
Dreadnaughts (LIVE)

Monday, September 1 3
7:30 pm

PrimeCo's Buccaneer Diaries
get an all-access inside look
at the Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Want to talk sports?
Click on the message board at
www. sunshinenetwork.com
*Schedule subject to change
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Purdue takes UCF momentum in a snap
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

f

-·

After the Golden Knights moved easily down the field for a touchdown on their
opening drive, UCF's snap on the extra
point attempt sailed over holder Vic Penn's
head.
Following a fumble recovered by
UCF on Purdue's opening drive, kicker
Javier Beorlegui missed a 41-yard field
goal that would have put UCF up 9-0.
UCF's special teams ended any
momentum that the Knights had against
Purdue and in some
cases aided Purdue scoring drives.
The unit did not enjoy a good day. The
breakdown began less than four minutes
into the game and continued to haunt UCF
throughout the evening.
The damage: a failed point, a missed
field goal, a blocked punt, a safety, and
possibly the
craziest play in football.
Long snapper Mike Hedge was starting his first college game, and was admittedly over-anxious when he went out on
the field. His first mistake was the poor
snap on the PAT try, and his second bad
snap resulted in a safety as he snapped the
ball over Beorlegui 's head and out of the
end zone.
"We score first and weire up, and then
we have the bad snap on the extra point,"
Hedge said. "Then the snap through the
end zone. We gotta have those because we
canft be giving up two points especially to
teams like Purdue."

Hedge was not the only special teams
player to struggle on the evening.
Beorlegui, who doubles as punter and
kicker1 had trouble on both ends. Beorlegui
was particularly upset about ipissing his
first field goal attempt of the year.
"It (missing field goals) upsets you,
but you have to leave that out of your head
because you have to go in again,"
Beorlegui said. "If you've got that in your
mind, then you 're gonna keep messing up
over and over again."
Unfortunately, problems did continue
again and again for ~eorlegui. On UCF's
next possession, the ball was snapped over
his head for the safety which got Purdue on
the board. Purdue's Jason Loerzel blocked
his fourth -punt attempt. Beorlegui also
struggled with distance on his punts. Of
the five punts, he managed only one over
40 yards. His average was 35.8 yards per
punt for the game.
"We're all working together as a unit,"
Beorlegui said. "You see your mistakes
and you learn from them, so we can be better next week."
To make things worse for the UCF
special teams, Purdue had nothing go
wrong on its end. Even when the Knights
special teams made a big play, it was all for
not. After the UCF defense stopped the
Boilermakers offense on the four-yard line,
Travis Dorsch's 22-yard field goal attempt
was blocked.
However, Dorsch chased the ball
down around the 30-yard line and found
Chris Randolph wide open. Dorsch proceeded to throw a four-yard touchdown

FUTURE FrLE PHOTO

Senior quarterback Jeff Fye, one of UCF's captains will be looked upon as UCF's weapon on
returns in addition to his duties stopping opposing receivers. Fye ran a 4.42 in the 40 and is one
of UC~'s fastest players.
·
pass from 30 yards out to give Purdue a
30-6 lead halfway through the third quarter.
"If we do ever get a field goal
blocked, I hope that can happen to us,"
Hedge said.
Coach Mike Kruczek felt the rare play
fairly represented UCF's poor luck on the

night.
"Never in my life would I have
thought that we would block a kick on
fourth down, and then have the kid pick it
up and throw a touchdown," Kruczek said.
"So you tum a major positive into a negative and seven points. It kind of typified
the evening."
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Clark will enjoy homecoming against Gators
"My first couple of years I
didn't pan out. I came in with real
high accolades, but I didn 't pan
It will be an emotional week out," Clark said. "I came in thinkfor Kenny Clark, UCF's junior ing they were supposed to give
me something but really I was
wide receivsupposed to work for it. I came
er.
The
in,
didn't work, and they did what
Golden
they
had to do. They didn't play
Knights will
me."
play
in
It was hard to believe that
Gainesville, a
the cousin of godsend quartershort drive
back Daunte Culpepper could ?e
from Clark's
so unproductive. Clark redshirted
hometown of
his first season and was a nonOcala.
factor in his second year, despite
"That's
the fact that he had all the intanhome, 25, 30 Clark
gibles to be great.
minutes
Unfortunately, he was one of
away. Its like more than a
dream," Clark said. "It's every- the few people who couldn't see
thing you could ask for. For some that.
"I sat down and talked to my
guys, that's going to be their
brother
(former U. of Minnesota
Super Bowl. Florida is in the
and
NFL
receiver Steve Rhem)
back of everybody 's mind. It's
and
told
him
I was going to transdefinitely a dream."
fer.
He
told
me that probably
The dream is sweeter considwould
be
the
worst mistake I
ering how far Clark has come in .
could
ever
make
in my life,"
his three years at UCF. It's been
Clark
said.
"I
told
Daunte
quite a ride so far.
(Culpepper)
and
he
said
the
same
Those who were around for
University of Central Florida thing. They told me that I could
wide receiver Kenny Clark's first play at this level , so if they saw
two years with the program can something in me, I had to put it
only marvel at the change Clark all together.
"I started working hard,
has undergone. A much heralded
recruit out of Ocala's Vanguard catching 300, 350 balls a day, and
HS , didn 't exactly tum heads I just improved, like it came out
with his attitude upon his arrival. of nowhere. "
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

real scary."
Already strong, Clark is hitting the weight room with a
vengeance, in pursuit of a goal
sophomore
and
inspired by fellow UCF receiver
enters 1999 Ollf:- of
Charles Lee.
the Knights biggest
"I was in the weight room,
weapons.
and I had 325 pounds up and I
Ironically,
was reaping it five, six times, and
Clark
followed
much the same path
Charles Lee starts up, "that's the
strongest receiver in the country,
in his high school
career at Vanguard,
that's the strongest receiver in the
see what people country'," said Clark. "Ever since
going from a lazy exciting. I know a
freshman to a superwould say, but I then, I said that could be somestar as a junior- with lot right now and
had no place in thing I could push for, and its
a little help from the
mind where I something that helps my game.
family.
rm Only going to would go. It was· The stronger you are, the more
"My freshman get beffer and
just a thought, physical you are."
year was my first
and a stupid
His mind is also set on
year playing foot- that's going to get thought at that. I reaching the NFL, a task made
don't know how easier considering the tutoring he
ball and I wasn't
much of a player real scary. To
I could leave all has the luxury of receiving.
then," Clark recalls.
my friends and However, although brother Steve
"That summer, I make a long Story coaches
who Rhem can assist him in his NFL
worked and got a h
have been great dream, he's already made his
little better, but not s 0
rea scary,
to me."
biggest contribution to Clark's
much. That was the
- Kenny Clark Clark continues life.
summer that Daunte
Wide receiver to improve, and
"He can show me things that
literally pulled me
despite his early people in the NFL do right now
out of my house every day. I like struggles, tirrie is on his side. Big - and that helps me out at the colto sleep a lot, but he pulled me things are expected from him, lege level." Clark said. "He's my
out of my house and got me on both this year and next.
idol and like a father. My father
the field, him and my brother,
"From. what I'm doing right left my mom when I was five but
working with me every day.
now, and having one year left, my brother was always there to
"In my junior year, I just that's exciting. I know a fot right make sure food was on the table
blew up, so since then the sky has now and I'm only going to get and try to help my mom out as
been the limit. "
better and that's going to get real much as possible. I always thank
The 6-1 , 200-pound receiver scary. To make a long story short, him for that
Clark, now the first junior
captain in UCF history, caught 40
passes as a redshirt

has all the tools to be great. In
fact, he's alVt'.ays had them. What
struggled
to
catch up was his
---- ' '
mindset.
"I
was just hardFrom what I'm
headed,'' Clark
said. "I didn't
doing right now
know if I was
and having one
really going to
transfer. I was
year left, that'S
just saying it to
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Cross Country
UCF Golden Knights Invitational

..

UCF Arena/Track
Men's Race Time
8:00 am

Women's Race Time 8:45 am
FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Florida's Steve Spurrier has never coached against UCF's Mike Kruczek,
but the two did oppose each other as players when Kruczek was a
quarterback of the Steelers and Spurrier was with Tampa Bay.
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•Mentor Program
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For more information call 407-823-3453.
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once we settled down, we did
average," said Kurt Baumann.
the myth out of it and you play "We did all right. We could
football a~ainst whomever. You have done better. We take it as a
don't
worry
learning experiabout what the - - - ' , _ _ _ ence and try and
name is and the
build off it."
mascot. We just fr S motivating that For Moore and
have to get
Clark, the trip to
Gainesville is like
back to playing those guys are
UCF football."
going home. For
In its sea- Supposed to be
many other UCF
players its an
son
opener, b ff
th
Florida blew
e er an YOU
opportunity
to
prove to everyone
open a close because you
game
with
that UCF is on par
MAC-member weren't talented
with the best in
the country.
Western
Michigan last enough to go to
"It's motivating
Saturday, wearthat those guys
that school. All
ing down the
are supposed to
be
better than you
Broncos in the you want to do iS
second
half.
because
you
weren't talented
The
Gators prove everyone
prevailed 55enough to go to
26,
proving wrong. That's the
that
school,"
senior captain Jeff
susceptible to attitude I take in.
. big
plays,
Fye said. "All you
defensively,
want to do is
but showing no
_Jeff Fye prove everyone
wrong. That's the
signs of struggling
offenSenior Caption attitude I take in."
sively after the - - - - - - - - - Quarterback Vic
loss of key players like receiver Penn, who looked adequate in
Travis McGriff.
his debut despite throwing four
Defensively, sophomore interceptions, looks forward to
Alex Brown, a 6-foot-3, 248- the challenge and the chance for
pound linebacker, filled in redemption.
admirably for the departed
"We have a great schedule
"Freak" Jevon Kearse, leading and we have another tough
the Gator pass rush. With week," Penn said. "That's the
UCF's offensive line problems, great thing about football. You
containing Brown and the rest can't dwell on your mistakes
of the defensive attack designed and you can't worry about it.
by defensive coordinator Jon We have another game to preHoke, who will have the benefit pare for, we might as well put
of seeing game film of the this one behind us and fix our
Golden Knights against Purdue. mistakes and give the Gators ·
"'We had our problems but everything we've got."
FROM PAGE
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Hinshaw's switch in positions
allows him unique perspective
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Junior Tyson Hinshaw was a quarterback his first two years at
UCF and al local Lake Mary High School but is now being asked
to play a bigger role as a receiver.

The graduation of Siaha Burley
and Mark Nonsant left a gaping hole
to fill for UCF Golden Knight wide
receivers.
As expected, Kenny Clark and
Charles Lee have stepped up to fill
their starting spots this season, but
the UCF offense requires the use of
more than just two good receivers.
Along with sophomore Tavirus
Davis , junior receiver Tyson
Hinshaw has claimed an important
spot in the rotation.
When he came to UCF as a
freshman, he redshirted and quarterbacked the scout team. His second
year was spent as the third string
quarterback, but he saw no game
action.
In his third year, Hinshaw
switched from the quarterback position to wide receiver. He made two
catches for 54 yards in 1998, inc1uding a touchdown in the last game of
the season. This year, his role is
much different. The sure-handed
Hinshaw will be called upon to
accept more responsibility on the
team, with many more passes heading his way.
This was evident in the season
opener against Purdue, as he caught
four passes for 63 yards, including a

Many ·Knight.fans
still waiting for
breakthrough win
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fans with the what ifs but likely
puts conference affiliation talk
supposed to be
on hold for a
while too.
one of the factors - - - - ' '
of the game, but
Though
I'll
most Knight fans By hosting Purdue, spend this week
packed it in by
looking to cure
the third quarter. UCF felt it had its
my Big Game
Loss Blues, the
You
can't best Chance to
blame the fans as
Knights will do
what
they've
the game proba- pull off the upset
bly made others
done
under
besides me feel Knight fans looked Kruz's
reign:
sick.
keep looking up.
the to this game as
Sure,
Players admitted
that they have
Knights still have the proving
four
more
no time to sob
chances to pull ground for a 0- l
over their latest
loss, as the No. 4
off the upset they
program that has Gators lie in The
want.
But anyone
Swamp, waiting
who is feeling probably spoiled
for
UCF's
okay
upstairs
arrival
on
its fans during its
knows
UCF's
Saturday.
best chance was short./ife at the
The
Knights
against
the
have their work
NCAAs best level. cut out for them
Boilers.
By hosting
as they face a
Purdue, UCF felt it had its best team trying to find its way back
chance to pull off the upset.
to the national title.
Knight fans looked to this
While the Knights are
game as the proving ground for doing that, I know what I'll be
a D-1 program that has probably doing next week: Waiting and
spoiled its fans during its short hoping that a Saturday in The
life at the NCAAs best level.
Swamp can cure my Big Game
The loss not only leaves Loss Blues.
FROM PAGE

42-yard completion on a deep throw was UCF's quarterback from 19911994, and held nearly every one of
from Victor Penn.
"Lee and Clark are the big the school's passing records until
receivers. Sometimes I can slip Daunte Culpepper came along. He
through and make a big play myself now serves as a graduate assistant
and a couple times I did today," said coach with the team, coaching the
Hinshaw. "I'm just happy to help the tight ends and also working with the
quarterbacks. Tyson appreciates his
team out as much as I can."
Hinshaw's background at quar- brother's presence, feeling no presterback allows him to also figure sure to duplicate his impact.
"Darin was phenomenal, and
heavily in UCF's use of trick plays.
Coach Mike Kruczek didn't wait I'm not trying to be Darin, and Darin
long to use him in that capacity, can- knows that and I know that. I'm just
ing is number on the very first play trying to do my part on the team.
from scrimmage against Purdue. Every day I get better and he helps
Hinshaw went in motion and was me. He's been through it," Hinshaw
handed the ball on what looked to be said. 'Tm not competing with Darin.
an end-around. Before he turned to But it does motivate me, he's always
run upfield, however, he dropped pushing me and making me better, so
back and threw a pass to Charles Lee. it's nice having him around."
The 1999 season will be a pivThe pass was incomplete, but the
message was sent that opponents had otal one for Tyson Hinshaw,_ as he
better watch out or they could be fills the shoes of receivers past, and
burned on a play like that at any looks to step forward as an important
role player for the Knights. If his
moment.
"We've got a number of play on the field even c1ose1y resemreceivers that can throw the ball," bles his attitude, he will be sµccessful
said Hinshaw. "I'm an ex-quarter- in his quest.
"I think my role is going to stay
back so we tried to sneak one on
them that play and it didn't happen, as it is, it all depends on how they
but I'm sure you'll see many more play us and how we game plan them.
Hopefully I can make some big plays
this year."
Hinshaw came to UCF in 1996 1 and catch the ball every time its
season, just two years after his btofn- · thrown to me. That's what I try to do.
'?
'
er, Darin Hinshaw ended his illustri- If .my number is called, rll do the
.-·p
ous career with the Knights.' Dafin best 1 can to make the play."
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Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905
Located in the UCF
Student Union

Locos Pool Tournament 6-8 pm Every Friday!
• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC •
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Knight fans enjoy pre-game Purdue party, not actual game
Big time college football hit
Orlando on Saturday night and
the UCF fans were ready.
The Purdue Boilermakers
made their way down from West
Lafayette, Indiana to showcase
one of
the
nations
most
potent
offenses,
led
by
Heisman hopeful, quarterback
Drew Brees.
Attendance was announced
at 40, 113 for this summer
evening matchup, as the fans
knew this was a show to behold.
Only the Idaho matchup on
September 20, 1997 had a larger
turnout.
It wasn't hard for UCF fans
to get pumped for this game. The
team was coming a off a 9-2
record, and playing a nationally
ranked team with a Heisman candidate. And pumped they were,
bar-b-ques and kegs were smoking and flowing for miles around
the stadium in the hours preceding the 7 p.m. kick off.
UCF fan Grant Gebhart travels up from St. Petersburg to
watch the Knights for each home
game every year.
"The crowd turnout is excellent," Gebhart said "It's the best
I've ever seen in all my years
wat.ching UCF football. It makes
my drive from St. Pete that much
easier when I see such great fans
come out with me."
An ecstatic Jill Carpentor, a
UCF Junior, proclaimed her

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

UCF's attendance of 40, 113 for its game against Purdue was the second highest in school history, trailing only the
September 20, 1997 crowd that came out to see the Golden Knights play Idaho.
pregame expectations of her college team. "They're going to
come to our home and were
going to give them a world of
hurting."
Even nine-year old Knight
fan Brittany Corsiara was ready
to cheer on the team before the
game, "I'm ready to see the
Knights win. Go KNIGHTS!!!"
Only Cory Jones, a Purdue
fan from West Lafayette could
foreshadow the Knights impend-

ing doom. He lightly instilled
hope in the heart of Knight fans
and then emphatically ripped it
away.
"I think the heat could be a
factor but Purdue will stomp
them."
Then the game began.
The Knight's opened with a
solid drive to score a touchdown
off their first possession.
The crowd erupted with
thoughts of a possible upset run-

ning across their collective
minds.
A
fumble
for
the
Boilermakers that was recovered
by the Knights, on their first play
only seemed to raise the expectations and decibel level of the
crowd. That was the final bright
spot however. .
Purdue 47, UCF 13.
UCF junior Chris Ewing
took the loss hard by venting his
frustration on the special teams.

"If I had a dollar for every long
snap we missed tonight. I'd have
five bucks and still be pretty
pi*%ed off." Ewing went on to
add that the lose was a definite
disappointment for his schedule
this week
"There are only two things I
look forward to in life, UCF football and WWF Monday Night
Raw. At least Raw was good this
week."
In spite of the tough loss,
student Chris Toriani had some
positive thoughts to bring to fans
about the night.
"Today is great. UCF is
finally
coming
together.
Everybody going out to the football game and having a good
time," Toriani said. "The team is
coming together all with all the
Knight fans getting their school
spirit together.
Everybody's
going to party and fun. But most
of all root UCF on."
Matt Bmdelsky, the man
with UCF shaved into his chest
hair had some comments to sum
up the night for the fans. A
reminder that no matter what
happens this season this is our
team so stand and scream with no
regrets.
"The Knights are awesome.
Everyone comes out to support
but one little bad thing happens
and everybody sits down and
shuts up," Burdelsky said. "I'm
here to say stand and go through
the whole game. r mean show
your chest."
.
And when Burdelsky says
show your chest, he speaks from
experience.
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Missed opportunities leave UCF fans sick
UCF's early lead provided a dash of hope for fans hoping to see history being made
As Kenny Clark ran into the
endzone in last Saturday's game,
I knew how he felt. Sure, sports
writers aren't often

1996, close calls at Ole Miss,
South Carolina and Mississippi
State in 1997 followed by the tear
jerker at Auburn last
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found the cure to a
bothersome disease.
Vic Penn's 26-yard touchdown pass to Clark ended a
UCF's nine month, 17-day, threeminute and 41-second wait to get
back at Purdue.
After you lose to someone
35-7, as UCF did to Purdue last
year, the first score is just what
the doctor ordered.
Although the score put UCF
up 6-0, the Golden Knights wasted opportunity after opportunity,
practically handing the Boilers
back their lead.
After a UCF interception, it
took only 11 seconds for Purdue
to make the pain start again. The
Boilers score with 59 seconds
remaining in the first quarter put
them up 9-6, en route to a 47-13
win against the Knights on
Saturday.
With each passing Boiler
score, I began to realize a trend in
my four years as a UCF fan. For
a fourth-year Division I program,
the Knights have made my stomach turn more than a few times.
The near win at Georgia Tech in

1

UCF had won one of
those games in 1997? What if the
Knights had finished 10-1 last
year? Would it have meant a bowl
berth? That is -something the
Knights nor I will ever know.
Although those what ifs were
healed by Purdue's arrival, I soon
found myself in remission following UCF's crushing loss.
What if UCF hadn't botched
a point after try and missed a
field goal in the first quarter?
What if Mike Hedge's snap to
Javier Beorlegui hadn't given the
Boilers a new meaning to the
word free safety? What if the
Knights didn't have to watch as
Purdue's kicker recovered his
blocked field goal, only to then
FUTURE FILE PHOTO
throw a touchdown pass and
demoralize the Knights? What if, Junior quarterback Vic Penn provided a touchdown pass to receiver Kenny Clark on UCF's opening drive, but constant
what if, what if?
pressure forced him into mistakes the rest of the evening.
The Knights know they
missed a golden ppportunity to ·
beat one of. the best the Big Ten inconsistent as we do in these used to. We're not in Kansas any- few more than 40,000 showed,
including mayor Glenda Hood
has to offer. Coach Mike Kruczek games," Kruczek said. "We've more."
admitted he sympathizes with got a young football team and
After Saturday's loss, Knight and Orlando Miracle coach
UCF fans, as he too is waiting for that kind of stood out today. This fans didn't want to be in Orlando Carolyn Peck. The crowd was
game is played at a different anymore. With attendance prothe Knights first upset.
"It's aggravating to play as speed than a lot of these kids· are jected in the 50,000 range, only a
MANY, Page 30

UCF players, coaches have nothing
but Gators on their collective minds
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Sophomore Cally Howell is a key member of UCF's
youth. The collective young talent, being molded by a
new coac.h, Amanda Cromwell, has gotten the season off
to a good start.

For fifth-year senior tight end
Joey Hubbard, Saturday's game
against the Florida Gators has little
meaning to him. It's not that Hubbard
doesn't care about Saturday's game, it
is more like he has seen the glitz and
glamour a team like UF can offer.
"There's probably going to be
80,000 people there and all that,"
Hubbard said. "[Younger players] can
say they're not nervous, but I've
played against some of the best teams
in the country. But, they'll still come
into the game with jitters, but you've
got to leave that behind you."
Hubbard's words are not wasted,
as he has played in bigger UCF
games, such as 1997's match up with
then Top-10 teams Nebraska and
Auburn. But, Saturday's game could
be a big one in Knight history too.
Not only is it the Knights first
game against the Gators, it is also
another the first of three consecutive
games in which UCF will find itself a
heavy underdog. Give the Vegas
bookies some credit, though, as the
Gators do have the numbers to back
up their favored status. Since 1990,

the Gators have:
game not only gives UCF another
- Been 53-2 at Ben Griffin Hill , chance for an upset but also helps it
Stadium.
get ready for its next two opponents in
- Have not lost at home since Georgia and Georgia Tech.
1994
"It's a game, we can't look at it as
- Beat Central Michigan by 76 more than that, because if we start
points in 1997.
getting all wrapped up in it from the
- Had the sixth highest average Florida standpoint, we'll just get
attendance last year (85,299).
blown away," said junior offensive
Despite the glittering numbers lineman Kurt Baumann. "We have to
the No. 4 Gators have posted at home, take it as another game, 11 on 11 on a
including a national title in 1997, the Saturday night. A lot of people say
Knights are trying their best to over- [blocking the crowd out] its hard to
look Florida's prominence. UCF do, but when the plays going on, you
Coach Mike Kruczek says his players really don't hear anything. We've got
can't afford to get caught up in the a little work ahead of us, hopefully
Gators' mystique.
we '11 be up to the challenge."
"It doesn't make a difference
The Knights have never played in
who we're playing," Kruczek said. an environment as hostile as Florida
"You take the crowd and the mystique Field. The Knights know Gator fans
and the myth out of it and you just will do all they can to disrupt any type
play football and don't worry about of flow to UCF's game plan.
what the name is and the mascot.
"I'm ready to take on whatever
We've got to get back to playing UCF that's ahead," said running back
football."
·
Terrance Williams. "Gainesville,
After losing last Saturday's 47-13 they're just like Purdue to me. I go in
loss to Purdue, UCF players did any- and I put my pants on just like them.
thing but play Knights football They're just another team to me and
against the Boilermakers. If the - they can be beat. We just have to go
Knights can get back to playing their back to the drawing board and do the
style of ball control football, it could things that should have been done
make for a close game. Saturday's tonight [against Purdue]."

